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Abstract 
 
 Two literary characters, two heroes, Homer’s Odysseus and J.K. Rowling’s 
Harry Potter are the protagonists in this paper. In the introduction, a brief 
presentation of the nature of literary figures is given leading to the key questions this 
paper attempts to answer. A few words about the Odyssey and the Harry Potter 
series along with the reasons why these two characters were selected follow. The 
methodology comes next to explain the necessary restrictions applied to this 
research and the way this specific analysis is made. The main part focuses on the 
parallel analysis of the heroes. Finally, the conclusions are discussed. 
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1.0. Introduction 
 
I. Character, hero/heroine, person 
 

As Andrew Bennett and Nicholas Royle (2004:63) note, the word “character” 
comes from the Greek verb “kharattein” which means “to engrave”, so the primary 
meaning of the word “character” is “a letter or a sign, a mark of writing”. If we imagine 
the author as a sculptor, we can claim that he/she engraves personalities - and plots 
- on marble white sheets of paper. We could even naively claim that the pages of the 
books are the houses or the living environment of all characters or even that the 
authors are their spiritual parents1. Characters in stones, papyri, parchments, books 
and, nowadays, computer screens are, of course, more than black (or any other 
colour) handwritten or printed rows of letters. Harold Bloom (1990: ix) explains that 
the “word character also has a very different meaning, matching that of the ancient 
Greek éthos, “habitual way of life”. Further on, Bloom describes the literary character 
as “an imitation of human character”, “a fictional personage”, “an invention”.  

Martin Price (1983:62) claims that “if character is an invention, its artistic 
effect depends upon its reference - however abstract and formalized, celebrative or 
derisive - to persons as we know them in the world outside.” Literary characters 
seem to have all attributes of a real person. He/she could be our friend and/or lover, 
neighbour and fellow citizen, relative, enemy, a person we would die to get to know 
or would do anything to keep him/her away from us. “Many characters we have read 
about are more vivid to us than persons we know in daily life, […] in a certain sense 
these fictional persons are more ‘real’ than most actual persons (Martin Price 
1983:45)”. If only we could pinch them, give them a call, write a letter to them, invite 
them to dinner! Still, these fascinating figures have entered our everyday life through 
language. “When we refer to someone as a ‘scrooge’, we mean a miser, but when 
we do so we are alluding, knowingly or not, to the protagonist of Charles Dickens’s A 
Christmas Carol (1843), for whom Christmas is a fatuous waste of time and money 
(Bennett and Royle 2004:60).”  

No matter how attractive or unattractive literary characters are, it remains a 
fact that, for a while, they penetrate into reality and influence us, real persons. They 
make us shed tears, they make us burst into uncontrollable noisy laughter, they 
challenge us to estimate their judgments and actions, they keep us company during 
long journeys, they may even keep us awake at night sometimes. It has happened to 
me, I’m sure it has happened to you. Price (1983:10) explains that “we may enter 
into a character to a considerable degree and ‘perform’ his feelings somewhat like a 
musician performs a sonata. But we tend to retain some power of disengagement: 
we are able to move back from or out of the character, to see him with detachment 
as well as sympathy.” 
 Characters can be ordinary or extraordinary. They may appear to be like 
everyday persons or they may have special qualities or powers. In each case, they 
certainly have attributes that attract and hold our attention. Main characters in 
particular can be heroes/heroines. They act in a way that evokes astonishment, 
admiration, awe. They may perform acts we would never dare to do or we wish we 
could do as well. Dean Miller (2000:1) begins his book entitled Epic Hero by 
providing several definitions of the term “hero”. For example, nowadays “the word 
hero projects to us a kind of spurious solidity, so that we use it, and hear it used, as if 
it actually referred to a single cognitive image. Sometimes, especially in popular 
usage, the ‘meaning’ of the word is, in superficial terms, made plain enough. An 
individual is named the hero of a particular incident, which means that he or she had 
intervened in some critical situation in an extraordinary fashion, acting outside, 
above, or in disregard to normal patterns of behaviour, especially in putting his or her 
life at risk. This person, at least in the Anglo-American journalistic tradition, does not 
claim to have acted out of some special sense of his or her innately heroic character; 
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quite the contrary, the accepted pattern is one of self-deprecation”. It hasn’t always 
been like this. The meaning of the term kept reforming throughout history. Depending 
on the era, the hero can descend from Divinities or Kings or from ordinary human 
beings, like Hermann and Pauline Einstein. The hero might be an intellectual and/or 
religious figure or a martial and/or political leader or drive an ambulance. He might be 
wearing heavy armour or tight blue leggings and a red cape.   

Joseph Campbell (1991:249) explains that in the mythological context “there 
is a typical hero sequence of actions, which can be detected in stories from all over 
the world and from many periods of history. […] Even in popular novels, the main 
character is a hero or heroine who has found or done something beyond the normal 
range of achievement and experience. A hero is someone who has given his or her 
life to something bigger than oneself.” Further on, Campbell separates heroic deeds 
in two categories, “whatever the local costume the hero might be wearing. […] One is 
the physical deed, in which the hero performs a courageous act in battle or saves a 
life. The other kind is the spiritual deed, in which the hero learns to experience the 
supernormal range of human spiritual life and then comes back with a message.”  

Almost a century ago, in 1909, Otto Rank published “The myth of the birth of 
the hero”2, where he connected and examined through psychoanalytic methods most 
of the ancient sagas featuring a hero with legendary fame, such as Sargon, Moses, 
Gilgamesh, Cyrus, Paris, Romulus, Hercules. Rank used the striking similarities 
behind all the ancient myths dealing with the birth of a hero to develop his 
psychoanalytic theory or to interpret human behaviour and/or misbehaviour.  

Does this mean that main characters have common characteristics, common 
goals, common ways of dealing with their destiny? The present paper will prove that 
there is a specific pattern in heroic formation and representation. In particular, two 
heroes coming from different times and eras, Homer’s Odysseus and J.K. Rowling’s 
Harry Potter, will be examined thoroughly in order for their similarities and differences 
to be highlighted. If my hypothesis is true, these two heroes will share - at least - 
basic similarities.  
 
No matter what you’ve read about literary characters, about the structure of the plot, 
about how strong a pen this or that author is, just forget about it. I’m about to reveal 
such a great secret to you, your head might explode, so don’t say I didn’t warn you 
folks. Are you ready? If not now, you’ll never be… So here it comes with a single 
breath: There are no heroes. There are only actors! I mean, sure, yes, there are 
Odysseus and Penelope - a very snobbish lady actually, there is Hamlet - and Jesus, 
no, he never talks to skulls, there is Dr. Frankenstein, Dr. Faust, Dr. Jekyll and Mr. 
Hyde - but no, they know as much about experiments as I do, which means zero. 
There is Holden Caulfield going around all the time with expensive suitcases, 
Randolph Ash and Christabel LaMotte - along with their baby, oh yes! - blissful 
Bertha without this terrible husband of hers, but you know what? She doesn’t give a 
damn about him, cross my heart!… The list is endless so I stop here. All of them, 
every single one, is a wonderful actor or actress, performing his/her role in 
Literatorium, a truly outstanding theatre, perhaps the size of Sweden. What? You’re 
laughing? (one minute silence) I don’t care. Laugh away. By now you’re either both 
intrigued and amused or you’re obliged to read this paper for some reason, so you’ll 
keep reading. Ha! Gotcha! 
 
II. About the Odyssey 
 

There is certainly nothing I can say about the Odyssey that has not been said 
during the last 2.800 years, since it is estimated that it was composed towards the 
second half of the eighth century BC and it has been a subject for academic research 
for most of that time. If not to add up then, I will try to make a fine revision. Or, I’ll 
quote Italo Calvino, who, in his essay “Why read the classics?” ([1981] 2000:5), gives 
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several definitions of the term “classics”, one of which is: “A classic is a book which 
has never exhausted all it has to say to its readers”, therefore, there is a slight 
chance that I might discover a little something new.  
 The first thing mentioned in the introduction of the edition I’m using here 
([1946] 2003:xi) is that “the Odyssey is the second work of Western literature (the 
Iliad is the first)”.  It belongs to the tradition of the epic poems (in Greek, έπος, 
meaning a long narrative poem composed to be sung, in dactylic hexameter) which 
bloomed in ancient Greece from the 12th century till the end of the 8th century BC. 
The Odyssey is not among the first epic poems ever composed but, it is the first, 
along with the Iliad, that has been retrieved intact. Burgess (2001:154) explains that 
“the apparent dependency of some material in the Epic Cycle on the Iliad and the 
Odyssey is often better explained as resulting from shared traditions, not from the 
influence of the Homeric poems on the poems of the Epic Cycle […]. Often it seems 
that ‘Cyclic’ material is more traditional than the idiosyncratic nature of the Homeric 
poems.” 

One of the main characteristics of Epic Poetry is that it deals with the glorious 
past, which is represented as ideal, certainly superior to the age of the poet/bard 
(aoidós). It expresses the ideas of the whole of society, not of one single person. It 
was a common belief that the bards were inspired by the gods and this is the reason 
why they used to begin singing by praising them. The language in which the poems 
were composed was the Ionic dialect, mixed with Aeolic elements and it was 
comprehensible in all Greek provinces. “The oral performer in the Homeric tradition 
chanted his words, to the accompaniment of a stringed instrument, the kithára or 
phórminx, conventionally translated lyre (Silk 2004:12)”. Bards were invited to sing in 
royal symposiums or in public places, like the market, during celebrations or athletic 
events.  

Epic poems had had many different contexts. They could be didactic, 
philosophical, mythological. The Odyssey belongs to the oldest kind, which is the 
heroic epos. The heroic epic poems dealt with the adventures of heroes of the past. 
Miller (2000:4) claims that during the 8th century B.C. the hero cult started to 
develope. Specifically in Homer, the heroic ideal is sculpted by “the powerful image 
of the physically perfect young hero dying for fame and escaping maturation (and 
thus the ‘bad death’ of impotent and ugly old age) by achieving a ‘good death’ that 
ends his physical history in combat. Such a figure, “with Akhilleus as its most potent 
representative, stresses the extrasocietal, utterly separated player in the game of 
death, who seeks by death to earn kleos aphthiton, that ‘eternal fame’ or ‘unfailing 
praise’ that also paradoxically preserves him athanatos and ageraos, deathless and 
ageless (Miller 2000:5).” The gods played a very important role as well. Either they 
had had their own adventures or they actively participated in the lives of the heroes. 
The fact that heroes originate from, deal with or have as final destination the 
Otherworld - as Miller (2000) calls it - is one of their central characteristics.  

The main theme of the Odyssey is the return of Odysseus back home, which, 
in one word, is called nostos (νόστος). Odysseus also stars in the Iliad, as the 
cunning leader whose Trojan horse plan was responsible for the Greek invasion in 
the city of Troy, but there, he is one of many main characters. In the Odyssey, just as 
the name of the poem implies, Odysseus is the incontestable protagonist.  

The Odyssey was inspired, not only by the muse, but most importantly by the 
oral folk traditions or the tales of the sailors who were recounting tales about savage 
lands and ferocious creatures. Homer, the so far acclaimed author of the two great 
epic poems, used all these stories to weave the 12.110 verses of the Odyssey. It 
“contains a wide variety of tone and incidents, and passages of intense poetry, as 
well as others which are comparatively unstressed. It is wide-ranging, and its 
interests extend not only to heroes and gods but also to women, to servants, to 
monsters. Its complex and ambitious structure is, on the whole, carried through with 
success (Griffin 2003:24).”  
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III. About the Harry Potter series  
 
 The composition of this section is not an easy task, for the author needs to 
choose side. One must either like the Harry Potter books no matter how good they 
are or denounce them as a big marketing bluff, vacant of any literary value. Yes, I 
made up my mind to write about Harry Potter and on top of this I convinced my 
supervisor that the books are worthy of his spending some time on, so you may draw 
the conclusion that I am basically on the applauding side. I admit that I enjoyed 
getting to know Harry Potter, his companions and his rivals. But further than that, I 
am not an expert in evaluating the series from a literary point of view and I have no 
means to persuade you that my taste in literature is satisfied only with literary 
treasures. (It is not, anyway.)  
 The reading world has been divided into two categories: potter-addicts and 
anti-potters. The former simply adore Harry Potter. The extremists have queued 
outside bookstores during night time to be among the first to get a copy in the 
morning or preordered one as soon as its forthcoming arrival was announced, even if 
it meant long months of waiting. The latter are like serious scientists who don’t 
believe in alchemy. It’s not that they detest Harry Potter as a character. It’s mostly 
the fact that they see him as a massive commercial product, unworthy of any serious 
praise.  
 The Observer, a few days before the release of the last book of the series, 
printed an article on Harry Potter’s secret of success. Will Hutton (July 7, 2007) 
writes: “Is Harry Potter so good and author JK Rowling so brilliant that these books 
deserve their status as, cumulatively, the best-selling ever? The strict answer is, 
obviously no. They are great stories, synthesising with enormous narrative skill the 
best of CS Lewis, Tolkien and Jill Murphy's Worst Witch books - not to mention some 
Greek myths - along with some old-fashioned black magic. But there is something 
else afoot when 325m copies have been sold worldwide - now certain to approach 
400m with Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows.” Hutton claims that Harry Potter is a 
pop idol, nurtured by the ignorance of the people who cannot evaluate good literature 
and the marketing traps Rowling and her publishers baited, such as the HP website. 
The motion pictures made him known all over America and consequently, all over the 
world. If Harry spoke Tanzanian or Basque that would not most probably be the case. 
Hutton comments that such a vast success “involves massive investment, a capacity 
to offset the majority of failures, and a whole infrastructure of support including tough 
copyright and competition rules”. The Independent presented a very well-put article 
on July 28 by Howard Jacobson who wrote that contemporary criticism cannot fight 
fairly, with the cascade of money that some best selling characters generate, without 
“the dread of looking sour. […] Even Michiko Kakutani, that most feared and fearless 
of American literary critics, scourge of Mailer, Rushdie, Sontag, Atwood, to name but 
four among a cast of wounded thousands, has acted out of character and leapt 
aboard the bandwagon, breaking the embargo - naughty, naughty - and making the 
noises of someone prepubescently impressed.” 
 It is interesting to note that one day earlier, The Independent published a 
cheering review of “Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows” by Frank Cottrell Boyce. 
JK Rowling is praised for her “great achievement: […] she has made books that 
function like multiplex culture. People queue on the opening weekend, hunt for 
rumours, make up theories.” Boyce adds up: “Listening to all the guesswork in that 
line brought home to me the enormity of her task. A writer's most difficult job is to 
combine satisfying the audience's expectations, while at the same time surprising 
them – to give them what they want, but with a cherry on the top. It's hard enough to 
do this when you've got a small, mildly interested audience. To come up with 
something no one else has come up with when tens of thousands of people are 
spending hours coming up with stuff themselves seems like a superhuman 
undertaking (The Independent July 27, 2007)”. Wilson from The Sunday Times  (July 
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29, 2007) reviews the last book as the end of an epic:  “the curses of the Death 
Eaters will fall with the merciless success of Homeric arrows at the height of battle in 
the Iliad”. There is plaudit about the unfolding of the page-turner plot, about the 
powerful secondary characters, about the subjects and the morals that are being 
raised and dealt with. The piece ends with a graceful “thank you” to JK Rowling.  
 Nikos Vatopoulos, in his article about Harry Potter, printed in Kathimerini (July 
15th, 2007) claims that Rowling has been inspired by the stories of Robert Louis 
Stevenson and Wilkie Collins, as well as Enid Blyton’ s, along with all the mystery 
and fantasy novels that were written when she was a child. “If Harry Potter belonged 
to the Victorian age, he would be an orphan living in a dump house in London, or in 
an orphanage in the country or at the house of a spiteful uncle. In the 19th century he 
would be a composition of Jane Eyre and Oliver Twist or David Copperfield.” 
Vatopoulos concludes that no one can tell whether people will keep reading the 
adventures of Harry Potter 30 years from now. He also acknowledges that “marketing 
strategies can always make the impatience for a new publication grow over the top. 
Still, it’s the primary emotion or thrill that makes the advertising flare up so much3.” 
 
 
Why should you believe me? Well. I admit that’s a good question. You actually have 
no reason to. I state at this point that my name is Aliki Giannaki, currently a master’s 
student in LiU university in Sweden, desperately trying to finish the program. I had 
had very big plans about my thesis. Sure I did! I had promised to myself that I would 
be focused on my subject day and night. The last thing every night would be to make 
sure I have bookmarked pages on books and on the internet. The first thing every 
morning would be to make coffee. And then open my books of course. Life itself had 
stored other plans for me though. As soon as autumn arrived –it should have 
happened in spring I know, so something must have accelerated –-or delayed-- 
Nature’s plans- I met this very nice young man and couldn’t lay eyes anywhere else 
but him. Time flew. Inevitably.[ By the way, since I’m revealing you such a big secret 
now, please, if any of you has discovered the trick1 to stop time, please again, I beg 
you even though it’s not my style, let me know.] The snowy white papers waiting for 
me to fill them up with the proper words started getting yellowish –most probably with 
anger2. Agony started circulating in my veins. I wanted to pray for a miracle but I 
don’t pray. In between of watching flicks with Rick, watching Rick peel a couple of 
grapefruits’ pith instead of the flick, baking cakes with Rick, going to amazingly good3 
and amazingly indifferent4 concerts with Rick, talking about the weather with Rick, 
doing this and that and all with Rick, I studied, found the methodology, made notes, 
drove my dear supervisor crazy with inessential information about really essential 
moussaka and ended up with a so-called thesis. Mam, dad, friends5, corridor mates 
(yes, Maria, I mostly mean you), secret enthusiasts -Moon and Daniela, Joakim –my 
great loving supporter, forgive me for not meeting your expectations. I admit I didn’t 
do my best. (Doesn’t this sound better than “This is the best I could do?”). And then, 
voilà! The miracle happened.  
 
                                                 
1 Trick, device, spell, lab experiment, beta versions, whatever, I’m willing to give it a shot.  
2 They can’t get red or scarlet, ok? 
3 The arcade fire, Stockholm, Global Annex, 5th of Nov. 2007 
4 You don’t need to know that, it wasn’t so terrible anyway. 
5 Ok, don’t take this the wrong way. Just because I’m mentioning you at a footnote I do not 
mean to underestimate you. No way! I learnt the hard way that one should always pay 
attention to footnotes, so yes, they are absolutely valuable. Thank you dear Anna for the 
amazingly fun gate crashing new years eve in Copenhagen and the loving hospitality at all 
times, thank you Milica for food, drinks and crazy flat plans! Thank you, Sina, for your kind of 
support. Thank you Milan for the laughs. Thank you, Daphne and Rodoula for the push. 
“Some girls are bigger than others” ;)  
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IV. The choice of Odysseus and Harry Potter 
 
 I decided to look into the cases of Odysseus and Harry Potter for three main 
reasons. The first one is the time span between the two texts. The second one is 
their theme, as both stories deal with one man, who goes through numerous 
adventures, mythical and real, in order to achieve his goals. The third one is the 
variety and the plethora of the reading audience. Both texts have been read by 
youngsters and adults all over the world. 
 As mentioned before in this paper, the Odyssey originates in ancient Greece 
and marks the beginning of western literature along with the Iliad. The Harry Potter 
series was completed in August 2007, which makes Harry Potter one of the most 
contemporary characters in modern literature. It is inevitable that during 2800 years 
much has changed in the way authors write, texts are published, audiences exercise 
their reading habits. At the same time, much has remained the same. There are 
people who still dare to spend their time writing, there are people who make business 
by publishing and there are still people who think that books are not only for public 
libraries and geeks. So, new heroes are still born. Miller (2000:370) explains that the 
hero is “the specific imaginative creation of a specific sociopolitical group, whose 
ethos he constructs and supports in and by his muthos (italicised by the author).” 
Such a broad definition brings up the challenge I intend to investigate. Odysseus is 
an epic hero. Harry Potter is a hero who has gained epic dimensions in the modern 
world. Are they in any way alike? 
 The Odyssey deals with the story of Odysseus and the seven books of the 
Harry Potter series contain his name in the title and deal with his adventures. 
Odysseus and Harry Potter are the main characters without whom there would be no 
plot. Of course they are not alone in their journeys. Human beings and unearthly 
creatures surround them to make their lives easier, as their guides or their 
companions, or more painful, as their rivals and opponents. Furthermore, in both 
cases, reality and myth are entwined. The reader knows that the stories are fictional 
but there are also allegories of the societies in which the authors have lived (Homer) 
or live (Rowling). Both men have a journey to experience, face the obstacles that 
stand in the way and try to reach the final destination as a winner. Thus, there is a 
moral lesson to be learnt or an example to be followed; or at least, to be thought of.  
 Heroes seem ageless and so do the people who are interested in them. 
Odysseus used to be a hero in a long song, sung to entertain an adult audience. 
Later on, the Odyssey became a national poem, a reminder of traditions to next 
generations. Throughout the centuries, it became an object for academic research. 
Nowadays it can be found as a hardcover book in a scholar’s bookcase or as an 
illustrated fairytale by a child’s pillow. Grimes (2002:122) claims that “Harry Potter is 
Everyboy and Everyman, the Everyman or Everywoman we all know is inside us, 
whether we are six, sixteen, or sixty.” Maria Puente in her article in USA TODAY 
(July 7th, 2007) claims that “Harry is also a boundary jumper able to engage 
unrelated audiences: Children and adults like him, readers and filmgoers, all classes, 
incomes and educational levels. He has been translated into 65 languages, 
published in nearly every country on the planet. He's a touchstone for an entire 
generation that grew up with him.” Moreover, the books have been published with 
two covers, one suitable for children, one for adults, in case the latter feel 
embarrassed to hold them open in public places4. 
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I have no idea how. I should know. I should be able to provide you with all the 
evidence. I’m sorry I fail you - again. What I remember is that I took a walk not to 
clear my head, as it is usually well-vented, but to find some final info at the library 
that could be suitable for this massacre of a thesis. I must have been in deep thought 
- for a change - since I don’t even remember how I reached the Literatorium. I do 
have a vague memory of a weird pole which stood in the middle of nowhere with very 
many signs pointing almost in all possible directions even upwards. One of them was 
indicating the road to Thesaurum which - I stupidly thought at first that it’s the place 
of all hidden treasures - but it must be the place where you get inspiration and 
information about theses and essays, maybe even Pulitzer worth winning articles. I 
took the wrong path of course. Next thing, I was in the Literatorium. Backstage. Did 
you honestly expect me to enter from any front entrance like normal people?? Bah. 
Imagine now how the backstage rooms of a royal theatre must look like. You have 
never been in any? Never mind. If I’m not terribly mistaken it resembles the theatre 
where Tintomara grew up. I didn’t see him/her anywhere though. Lots of people were 
swarming at the labyrinth-like corridors. I recognized Aeneas and his father - who 
could walk as briskly as an 18 years old rock’n’roll dancer - and Orlando - dressed as 
a lady. Hm… I think I was a “slightly” better student last term. Puck passed by me in 
such a hurry I was sure he must have forgotten a cake in the oven! To follow him was 
not an easy task. He ran like hell! The good thing is that I was utterly and amazingly 
invisible! What? You think that I saw Puck and didn’t try to speak to him? Hell I did! I 
shouted! I screamed my guts out. But no. No reply. Not even an imperceptible blink 
of an eye. Dead nothing. I floored my breaks when I realized I was in the middle of a 
play, show time. I tiptoed slyly like Willy Coyote in Calliban’s hut. You know? 
Shakespeare, THE god, was actually a lousy writer. He did nothing original. Not even 
a microscopic nanothing. He copied “The tempest” - and I guess, the rest of the plays 
- to the last detail. He must have had an incredible memory though. I recognize that. 
Not even a stray hair slipped his attention. Ok ok… No. I admit it, he does deserve all 
praise. I’ m sorry.  
 
 
 
2.0. Methodology 
 
 The predefined length of the paper and the limitation of the time expansion 
make it impossible to look into all the twenty-four books of the Odyssey and all the 
seven books of the Harry Potter series. This is the reason I have chosen to work on 
the beginnings and the ends of the two story lines5.  
 More analytically, I have selected the five first books of the Odyssey (pp. 3- 
75: Preface- Athene visits Telemachus, the debate in Ithaca, Telemachus with 
Nestor, Menelaus and Helen, Calypso) and the last seven (pp. 239-324: The Beggar 
in the Palace, Eurycleia recognizes Odysseus, Prelude to the Crisis, The Great Bow, 
The Battle in the Hall, Odysseus and Penelope, The Feud Is Ended). One could 
claim that I should choose to begin from the narration about the events taking place 
on the Island of Calypso since Odysseus appears in person there for the first time. 
Still, I have decided to follow the text as it unfolds, just because the plot deals with 
Odysseus from the very beginning and information about him can be collected from 
the other characters’ conversations.  
 About the Harry Potter books, I reached the conclusion that if one could stitch 
them together in one volume, one would end up with an encyclopedia-looking novel, 
divided in long chapters. For this reason, I have selected the first seven chapters (pp. 
7- 97: The Boy Who Lived, The Vanishing Glass, The Letters from No One, The 
Keeper of the Keys, Diagon Alley, The Journey from Platform Nine and Three-
Quarters, The Sorting Hat) from the first book (Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s 
Stone) and the last seven chapters (pp. 489-607: The Battle of Hogwarts, The Elder 
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Wand, The Prince’s Tale, The Forest Again, King’s Cross, The Flaw in the Plan, 
Nineteen Years Later) from the seventh book (Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows).  
  In every section of the main part, Odysseus and Harry Potter are analyzed in 
parallel, through their personal traits, their relationships to other characters around 
them and through key points of the plot, as the authors6 provide or imply them. The 
theory supporting the structure of the main part is based on Rimmon-Kenan’s 
“Narrative Fiction: Contemporary Poetics” (1983). According to Rimmon-Kenan 
(1983:59) “a character, as one construct within the abstracted story, can be 
described in terms of a network of character-traits which may or may not appear in 
the text”. In any case, they are created by the aggregation of “various character-
indicators” which are spread throughout the “text-continuum” (terms used in Narrative 
Fiction). Any of the ingredients in the text can be a character-indicator. Rimmon-
Kenan (1983:59) classifies them in two types: direct definition and indirect 
presentation. In the first case, the indicator can be an adjective (e.g. Noble 
Odysseus), an abstract noun (e.g. Harry’s solitude was immense) or any other kind 
of noun (e.g. Harry Potter is a wizard) or part of speech (e.g. he doubted even 
himself). In the second, the indicator illustrates the trait in several ways (e.g. through 
action, speech, external appearance, environment, analogous names and 
landscapes) and it is up to the reader to extrapolate the attribute they imply. For the 
analysis of the characters in this paper, both types are used. 
 Last, the conclusions drawn in the end are based on the findings discussed in 
the main part. So now, as Dumbledore would put it “…off we go!” (book 1:95) 
 
 
 
Now you will ask me who was sitting and watching. (ahem! Ahem again). I’ll be blunt 
honest as always: I was so amazed by the play I didn’t pay attention. But even if I 
wanted to, you know how it’s like on stage. The lights are so bright you can hardly 
see the first two rows. Moreover, a few moments before the curtain was drawn I 
panicked and thought it best to bugger off before any actor stumbled on me. All my 
life I have been a polite and not intrusive person. Swear to god! So, really, really 
really, I didn’t feel comfortable being there completely uninvited. Yes, certainly, I have 
been to parties just because they were on the way, but, correct me if I’m wrong Anna, 
I was anything but trouble. Still, that situation was different. To begin with, even if the 
actors and crews didn’t want me there, how would they tell me to go away since no 
one could see me! But hey, this was a once in a lifetime experience. I would be a fool 
to miss it. No? Furthermore, I had no idea where the exit was, which calmed down 
my so innocent conscience. I decided to go take a look on my heroes and then figure 
out how to get out. I had my life to live anyway! I had to finish this paper, contemplate 
on how Koreans differentiate punk from funk, make a snowgirl while there was still 
snow left, go hunting for a new flat, this, that and then, finally have the time and 
peace of mind to mourn and cry. Oh! Didn’t I tell you? Rick left me. We broke up. No. 
I broke up. In two… million pieces more or less. But you really don’t care about that 
story, right? Let’s stick to the plan then and find where Odysseus is getting prepared.  
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3.1.0. Identity 
 
 Rimmon-Kenan (1983:65) notes that “ever since the beginning of narrative 
fiction, external appearance was used to imply character-traits, but only under the 
influence of Lavater, a Swiss philosopher and theologian (1741-1801), and his theory 
of physiognomy has the connection between the two acquired a pseudo-scientific 
status.” More specifically, Rimmon-Kennan suggests that a distinction should be 
made between “those external features which are grasped as beyond the character’s 
control, such as height, colour of eyes, length of nose (features which get scarcer 
with the advancement of modern cosmetics and plastic surgery) and those which at 
least partly depend on him, like hair-style and clothes […] At times the external 
description speaks for itself; at other times its relation to a trait is explicated by the 
narrator”.  Moreover, Rimmon-Kennan (1983:63) explains that speech is an element 
that should be taken into account as an indicator of character. “A character’s speech, 
whether in conversation or as a silent activity of the mind, can be indicative of a trait 
or traits both through its content and through its form.” The external appearance, the 
special characteristics and the mentality of Odysseus and Harry Potter are examined 
next. 
 
 
3.1.1. Appearance 
 

After having spent ten years away from his kingdom fighting for Helen’s honor 
and Troy’s wealth and, another ten years fighting against the wrath of Poseidon and 
the blandishments of ethereal ladies and not so ethereal semi-goddesses, Odysseus 
cannot appear to be the man he used to be. He left home as a king, as one of the 
major Greek leaders, powerful and shining. “I’ll give you the picture of him that I have 
in my mind’s eye. Noble Odysseus wore a thick, double, purple cloak, displaying a 
golden brooch with a pair of sheaths into which the pins fitted. There was a device on 
the face of it: a hound holding down a dappled fawn in his forepaws and ripping it as 
it scrabbled. Everyone admired the workmanship, the hound ripping and throttling the 
fawn, the fawn scrabbling with his feet in his efforts to escape – and the whole thing 
done in gold. I noticed his tunic too. It gleamed on his body like the skin of a dried 
onion, it was so smooth; and it shone like the Sun. I tell you, all the women were 
fascinated by it (the Odyssey, 19, 222-236).” Odysseus remembers himself in the 
past while, disguised as a beggar, he is trying to convince Penelope that he tells her 
the truth about her husband’s fate.  
 While wandering from place to place on his way back to Ithaca, Odysseus is 
stripped of all his prestigious status. The first time we actually meet him personally in 
the poem, he is on the island of Calypso, looking at the sea, crying like a man who 
had it all and lost it all. Calypso is ordered by the gods to let him go. She announces 
he is free to sail away, provides him with tools so that he can make a boat, bathes 
him, gives him clothes and bids him farewell. Block (1985:2) explains that “each 
woman in Odysseus’ life clothes him in a way appropriate to her own role and the 
aspect of his identity with which she is concerned. […] When he leaves Calypso, who 
desired to keep him from the mortal world, she gives him the immortal clothing she 
promised earlier. This must finally be cast off and replaced by Ino’s veil (which will 
also be given back), as Calypso’s clothing oppresses him (the Odyssey, 5, 318-
321).”  
 Block (1985:2) remarks that “repeated scenes involving clothing and covering 
express in concrete terms the abstract idea that in the Odyssey the revelation of truth 
evolves from concealment.” Odysseus is a deceiver. It suits his identity to appear 
disguised; one of the most common is his being a beggar. Helen narrates to 
Telemachus how she only recognized him behind his rags when he secretly entered 
Troy (the Odyssey, 4, 244-260). Athena makes him an old man dressed in “a shabby 
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cloak and tunic” (the Odyssey, 13, 429-438) before he goes to Eumaeus’ hut. He 
enters his palace, as a beggar, in order to make his revenge plans in secrecy. 
Calvino ([1983] 2000:14) explains that “in the collective unconscious the prince in 
pauper’s clothing is the proof that every pauper is in reality a prince whose throne 
has been usurped and who has to re-conquer his kingdom. Ulysses or Guerin 
Meschino or Robin Hood are kings or sons of kings or noble knights overtaken by 
misfortune who, when they eventually triumph over their enemies, will restore a just 
society in which their true identity will be recognized.” 
 Towards the end of his journey, after the suitors’ death and the cleaning of 
the palace, Odysseus resumes his glorious features – even more enhanced with 
Athena’s final touch. “She made him look taller and sturdier, and she caused the 
bushy locks to hang from his head thick as the petals of a hyacinth in bloom. Just as 
a craftsman trained by Hephaestus and herself in the secrets of his art takes pains to 
put a graceful finish to his work by overlaying silver-ware with gold, she endowed his 
head and shoulders with an added beauty. He came out of from the bath looking like 
one of the everlasting gods (the Odyssey, 23, 156-163).” Block (1985:11) concludes 
that “the return of Odysseus is not a simple revelation, but a process through which 
deception identifies the hero by concealing him, as clothing identifies the man by 
covering him.”  
  
 While Odysseus is a grown-up man, Harry Potter is “the boy who lived” (book 
1:7), a boy who grows up to be a man book by book. Potter looks almost as ordinary 
as any boy aged 11. “Harry had a thin face, knobbly knees, black hair, and bright 
green eyes. He wore round glasses held together with a lot of scotch tape […] He 
looked even smaller and skinnier than he really was because he had to wear old 
clothes of Dudley’s and Dudley was about four times bigger than he was (book 
1:20).” He would look healthier and stronger if he could enjoy half the luxurious 
treatment his symmetrically opposite cousin Dudley receives. During the first 10 
miserable years of his life, Harry’s room is a lightless cupboard under the spidery 
staircase. Having been deprived of his parents while he was still a baby, he lives with 
his only relatives, at his mother’s sister’s home but his life resembles the life of a 
child raised in an orphanage rather than in a warm family environment. Ignorant of 
his magical inheritance, he cannot explain weird things that have happened to his 
appearance. Once, his aunt cut his always untamed hair “so short he was almost 
bald” but the following day “he had gotten up to find his hair exactly as it had been 
before Aunt Petunia had sheared it off” (book 1:23), for which he was punished - but 
not more than usual.  
 Things started changing for Harry the moment it was no longer possible for 
his uncle and aunt to hide his origins. The letter of admission to Hogwarts School of 
Witchcraft and Wizardry shook them for good. “It only took Harry one trip upstairs to 
move everything he owned to from the cupboard to this room” (book 1:32). But even 
if the room was a pirate’s cabin or whatever a boy desires, Harry would not belong in 
it. A whole new world was about to reveal itself and place him in accordance to his 
roots. Hagrid, who met Harry when he was a baby, provided him with the basic 
information about the past and remarked that he “looks like his dad but he has his 
mom’s eyes” (book 1:39). The fact that he resembles his parents so much is 
mentioned many times7, most probably to denote the similarities among the family 
members, which, as we’ll see later on, extend not only to physical characteristics but 
also to mental and emotional ones. The new school regulations require a specific 
gear which sets the fashion of his new life: “Three sets of plain black robes (black), 
one plain pointed hat  (black) for day wear, one pair of protective gloves (dragon hide 
or similar), one winter cloak (black, silver fastenings)” (book 1:52). The outfit of his 
tribe is important because it identifies him as who he is not only to the community but 
also to himself. When he wakes up at the threshold between life and death he is 
totally naked (book 7:564). “Convinced as he was of his total solitude, this did not 
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concern him”, but when he heard some noise he wished he had had something on 
and one moment later, robes - and not jeans - appeared close to him.  
 In both cases, the clothes serve as a social statement following the rules of 
etiquette. The king is dressed as a king, the beggar as a beggar, the orphan like an 
orphan, the wizard as a wizard. Odysseus, with a little push from Athena, looks like a 
god, which reminds us of his divine origins8, or is disguised to live up to his attribute 
as a deceiver. Potter’s physical alikeness to his parents signifies that he will grow to 
be like them. He is worthy of belonging to his parenthood. In Homer, as in ancient 
Greece, the physical beauty is closely connected to health and it is as important as 
the mental power. Body and mind should be treated the same way. On the contrary, 
Harry –even though skinny- is not considered a model. His physical appearance 
doesn’t really matter9. His brains, his power and his emotional maturity are of greater 
importance.  
 
 
 
 
It must have been my lucky day for I found Odysseus’s room after turning a couple of 
corners. Left, right, left. Here! Why didn’t I play Lotto that day, I confound even myself 
sometimes… Οδυσσεύς. His name in nice bold Greek letters on the door. I smirked. 
The door was ajar. I didn’t bother to knock. Why upset the old man, I thought. To my 
astonishment, Odysseus, the actor, was not old at all. Around 32 I would say but 
don’t count on my words, I’m a really bad age guesser. The rags he had had on 
could not hide a well-built body. His eyes were bright. Very bright. You could tell from 
at least a 5 meter distance that this man is sharp and witty. He was sitting on the 
messy floor in a yoga position, breathing in and out. Wow! The Asian philosophy -or 
whatever it is supposed to be- invaded Greece. I wondered about globalization and 
what my Chinese classmates would say about that. I guess they would probably 
keep silent. Knock knock! I startled. Odysseus sighed and raised an eyebrow. I bet 
he thought something like: “Is there any place where I could enjoy some minutes of 
relaxation?” “Don’t you dare come in unless you bring some coffee, preferably a 
double espresso!” he said in perfect English but didn’t really sound upset or anything. 
“I’m sorry Sir, could I possibly take a minute or two from your time?” OMG! There 
was Harry Potter, the actor of course, standing at the half-opened door. Vilken tur! I 
should have played that damn Lotto that day. “Come in, kid, and make it quick, I’m 
busy.” He didn’t even stand up. He lay down instead… “My name is…” Harry started. 
“I know who you are, boy, everybody does.” Cool Odysseus stopped him. Harry 
smiled modestly. “I am honestly very sorry to interrupt you but I have been plucking 
courage for a long time in order to come here and… and…” Harry started again but 
hesitated to continue. Odysseus stood up lazily. I wish you could see his stature. He 
really deserves to be called god-like. Whoever did this casting should have a multi-
million career. Harry really looked like a school boy in front of him. “Have a sit my 
boy. If it took you so long to knock on my door, you shouldn’t leave empty handed.” 
His voice was calm as the summer sea. Deep as the vast ocean but calm as the sea 
in summertime, that’s right. Harry didn’t move. He looked up with his shiny green 
eyes. No glasses by the way. Maybe eye lenses, but hey, how could I tell? 
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3.1.2. Special traits  
 
 Odysseus, the deceiver, knows very well how to hide behind a beggar’s rags. 
When he needs to remove them in order to be bathed, as the tradition of hospitality 
called for, he cannot have the old scar on his knee show, for everyone who knows 
him will recognize him immediately. “Odysseus was sitting by the fire, but now he 
swung abruptly round to face the dark, for it had struck him suddenly that in touching 
him she [the old maid Eurycleia] might notice a certain scar he had, and his secret 
would be out (the Odyssey, 19, 259).” Eurycleia is not fooled by the darkness. The 
moment she feels the scar with her hands, she knows. In this dramatic moment, time 
stops. The scar belongs to Odysseus’ past so Homer takes us back in time and sings 
about Odysseus’ childhood. Erich Auerbach (1963 [1953]:20) remarks that “all is 
narrated again with such a complete externalization of all the elements of the story 
and of their interconnections as to leave nothing in obscurity.” We are informed not 
only how and why Odysseus got the scar, but also how and why he got his own 
name and the way the scar and the name are related. According to George E. 
Dimock, Jr. (1962 [1956]:107) “in the Odyssey odyssasthai means essentially: to 
cause pain (odyne) and to be willing to do so.”  He explains further (1962:108-109) 
that “as causer of pain Odysseus kills the boar; as sufferer he is slashed by it, thus 
acquiring the scar important in identifying him later.”  
 The great bow is another symbol of recognition for Odysseus. Penelope sets 
a final competition among the suitors: the one who will manage to string Odysseus’ 
bow and shoot an iron arrow through twelve axes will be her chosen husband (the 
Odyssey 21, 278-279). No matter how hard the suitors try to handle the bow, no one 
accomplishes the task as none of them is strong enough or skilled enough as the 
bow’s owner is. Odysseus, still disguised as a beggar, asks for permission to enter 
the competition and after clever negotiations he is allowed to give it a try. To the 
suitors’ terror, the beggar “as a minstrel skilled at the lyre and in song easily 
stretches a string round a new leather strap, fixing the twisted sheep-gut at both 
ends, so he strung the great bow without effort or haste. Then with his right hand he 
tested the string, and it sang as he plucked it with a sound like a swallow’s note (the 
Odyssey 21, 287).” The bow seems to respond perfectly to its master’s commands. 
The beggar takes off his rugs and with the bow in his hand assumes his real self. The 
humiliated beggar is now proud Odysseus and the contest bow is now his deadly 
weapon. 
 Odysseus is famous for his fine strategies. His mind is sharp; so is his 
tongue. The gift of eloquence is another characteristic that makes him stand out. 
Stanford (1962 [1955]:128-129) notes that Odysseus’ speeches are very well 
calculated. “When he shows passion or introduces a personal touch it is almost 
always because it will help to achieve his aim. […] Homer, in several scenes in the 
Odyssey, describes how Odysseus could hold an audience spellbound ‘like a skilled 
bard’.” He plays the part of the beggar in such a way that none of the suitors smells 
him out. Only Penelope seems skeptical when she talks to him: “My dear friend - as I 
cannot help calling the most understanding guest this house has ever welcomed from 
abroad, for you put everything so well and you talk with such understanding (the 
Odyssey, 19, 349-352).”  
 

Harry’s scar is hidden by his banks. “The only thing Harry liked about his own 
appearance was a very thin scar on his forehead that was shaped like a bolt of 
lightning. He had had it for as long as he could remember” (book 1:29) and “he will 
have it forever”, as Headmaster Dumbledore mentioned (book 1:17). Harry’s scar is a 
recognition mark as well. People he doesn’t know personally greet him cheerfully. 
Shortly after he first entered the wizard’s pub named The Leaky Cauldron “…there 
was a great scraping of chairs and the next moment, Harry found himself shaking 
hands with everyone (book 1:54)” Everybody in the magical community considers 
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him a kind of hero and his scar is the proof that he encountered and survived Lord 
Voldemort, making him disappear on top of that. This scar, though, is also a 
connection between Harry and Voldemort. As Voldemort gets stronger and stronger 
again, the scar burns in Harry’s forehead, causing him great pain. In time, Harry 
learned to enter Voldemort’s mind and see his thoughts, as if they are one person. 
Such a close connection to evil denotes the fact that Harry is no angel. He can be 
evil if he chooses to. Harry’s scar serves also as a kind of token, a reminder of the 
past. At the very last page of the very last book Harry “touched the lightning scar on 
his forehead. […] The scar had not pained Harry for nineteen years (book 7:607)”.  

Every wizard has his own wand. Or every wand finds its own master. Mr. 
Ollivander, the wand maker, explains: “It’s really the wand that chooses the wizard 
(book 1:63).” Any wizard can use any wand but one “will never get such good results 
with another wizard’s wand (book 1:64).” Harry’s is a twin with Voldemort’s wand. Mr. 
Ollivander predicts: “I think we must expect great things from you, Mr. Potter… After 
all, He-Who-Must-Not-Be-Named did great things –terrible, yes, but great (book 
1:65).” During the thrilling last duel, both twin wands are out of use. Voldemort holds 
the Elder Wand, the most powerful one ever made, and Potter a hawthorn wand. 
Voldemort, too confident in his own powers, loses the battle because he neglects 
Harry’s warnings that the rightful master of the wand is not the one who holds it but, 
himself, the one who disarmed its previous owner. After that, Harry chooses to use 
the Elder wand for the last time to repair his old one: “He picked up the holly and 
phoenix wand, and felt a sudden warmth in his fingers, as though wand and hand 
were rejoicing at their reunion (book 7:600).” 

Harry might not be excellent at making speeches but he possesses the power 
to talk to snakes, a rare and exquisite gift, mostly found in Dark Wizards 10. In the first 
book, during Dudley’s birthday, his parents take him and a friend to the zoo. No one 
was available to look after Harry and they take him along as well. While watching a 
huge boa constrictor behind his glass cell, Harry realizes he can have a conversation 
with the snake but he doesn’t grasp that he speaks a different language. The incident 
is mostly important because one of Harry’s powerful gifts is being presented to the 
reader11 for the first time. This ability is connected to Harry’s past and future. It’s one 
of the characteristics that bring out his dark side. Harry could become an unbeatable 
dark wizard if he wished to. But it’s the decisions he makes that turn him into a hero 
in the end. 

Both characters seem to have quite similar special traits: a scar, a weapon 
and a language skill. For both of them, the scars are connected to the past, they are 
a mark of recognition and they indicate something significant about themselves. The 
stringing of the bow and the use of the wand indicates their invincibility. They can 
perform an activity that no one else is able to, at least not as easy and naturally as 
they do. Odysseus’ eloquence cannot be compared with Harry’s ability to talk in 
Parseltongue. Odysseus is a gifted colloquist, using his brain power and craftiness to 
build up his speeches while Harry has accidentally inherited the ability to talk to 
snakes. Still, a similarity lies in the fact that both characteristics are indicative of the 
heroes’ personalities.  
 
The moment Harry’s lips moved again but before they produced any sound, the door 
banged open again. “Oh I didn’t know you would have company! I know I’m a bit 
early but if you don’t mind the heavy make-up for a while more, I would like you to 
offer me this divine face of your to deconstruct right now, for I have an amazingly 
important meeting to attend in 15 minutes.” A tiny lady with weird curly hairdo barged 
in. Obviously she was the make-up artist/ special effect designer who would 
transform Odysseus into a beggar. Harry sat down on a stiff chair. He did his best to 
become one with the chair to be honest. Apparently he didn’t want to interrupt but 
also didn’t want to go out either. “What a day!” Odysseus murmured behind his teeth 
assuming that she lied about the “important” meeting and placed himself dully in front 
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of a 40’s made mirror. And then she saw me. I know she did. She looked at me 
straight into the eyes. She knew I was there. Bloody special effects specialist! Of 
course she could see me! I should have guessed it all right! If there was one person 
who could see me, it was her! She gave me quite a stern look and looked at her 
diamond watch. I bet that if she wasn’t in a hurry she would have told me off and 
made a terrible scene ending with my glorious kicking out. But thank the 12 Olympian 
gods, she had to go wherever she had to go, plus she seemed clever enough to 
assume that I wouldn’t spend my whole life there.   
 
 
3.1.3. Mentality 
  

The introduction to the Odyssey offers much information about Odysseus’ 
past. Through the Muse, the poet tells “the story of that resourceful man who was 
driven to wander far and wide after he had sacked the holy citadel of Troy. He saw 
the cities of many people and he learnt their ways. He suffered great anguish on the 
high seas in his struggle to preserve his life and bring his comrades home (the 
Odyssey, 1, 1-5).” Odysseus, the son of Laertes, the king of Ithaca, thought of the 
devious plan, the famous Trojan horse, which enabled the Greeks to invade and 
destroy Troy after long years of siege. But his journey back home was equally long 
with endless adventures because of Poseidon’s wrath against him12.  

Trapped by Calypso, “the lion-hearted Odysseus… was sitting disconsolate 
on the shore in his accustomed place, tormenting himself with tears and sighs and 
heartache, and looking out across the barren sea with streaming eyes (the Odyssey, 
5, 80-84).” Calypso can give him eternal life and youth if only he stays with her. “The 
nimble-witted Odysseus (the Odyssey, 5, 214)” refused tactfully, praising her for her 
immortal beauty, explaining his longing to reach home again.  

Even though a great warrior, a heroic figure, a nobleman, he sneaks into his 
house disguised as a beggar. “Odysseus is forced to learn the power of self-control, 
to keep silent and not go in for easy heroism (Griffin 2003:92).” He “the man of many 
sorrows (the Odyssey, 19, 118)” will not blow everything up by a miscalculation. 
When the suitors insult him, the “wily Odysseus (the Odyssey, 18, 50)” does not give 
in to the calls of his pride heart but awaits the right moment to fulfill his cunning plan. 
To his wife’s mourning he appears unmoved. “His eyes, as if made of horn or iron, 
remained steady between their lids, so guilefully did he repress his tears (the 
Odyssey 19, 210-211).” “Patience my heart! (the Odyssey 20, 18)” he silently 
commands as rage boils within him while listening to the unfaithful maids becoming 
the suitors’ mistresses. Griffin (2003:92) explains that “Odysseus comes from a close 
and affectionate human family, and his attitude to Penelope and Telemachus is that 
of the good husband and father. Such a man does not throw away his life for glory.” 
He plans carefully his way to gain it. Humanly, he also doubts his plans and powers. 
The night before the battle, he lies awake: “Twisting and turning, he pondered how, 
single-handed against such odds, he could get his hands on the shameless Suitors 
(the Odyssey 20, 29-30).” 

But when the time comes, he makes no mistake: Suitors, unfaithful servants 
and maids are ruthlessly slaughtered. The “shrewd Odysseus (the Odyssey, 22, 
372)”, spares only the lives of the loyal and the innocent. Duty has been done, the 
plague has vanished. But it’s not time for cheering. “Over the bodies of the Suitors 
Odysseus represses Eurycleia’s cry of exultation: Restrain yourself old woman, and 
gloat in silence (the Odyssey, 22, 411)(Griffin 2003:90).” 

To win the battle does not automatically mean that he has also won his place 
in bed. Penelope recognized him as her beloved husband after she had tested his 
knowledge of their common secrets. Odysseus provides the answer she wants to the 
last detail, gains her embrace and shortly afterwards announces to her that his 
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adventure will have to continue, as Teiresias’ soul predicted for him when in Hades 
(the Odyssey 23, 307).   

 
Harry Potter becomes an orphan at age of one. Up until he is 11 years old he 

is raised by his mother’s sister Petunia Dursley and her husband Vernon Dursley. 
They have tried their best not to communicate in any way with Harry’s parents 
because they have always believed that magic powers are “nonsense (book 1:7)”, 
therefore they have always acted act as if he doesn’t exist as well. “The Dursleys’ 
always talk about Harry like this, as though he isn’t there –or rather, as though he is 
something very nasty that cannot understand them, like a slug (book 1:22). His 
cousin’s favourite game is to hit him (book 1:20) so he has learned from an early age 
how to save himself when trouble is close, a skill that proves to be useful in the 
future. Harry grows up knowing absolutely nothing about his magical kin, without 
being permitted to inquire and find out. “Don’t ask questions – that was the first rule 
for a quiet life with the Dursleys’ (book 1:20).” He usually tries to keep his mouth 
shut, but certainly not his spirit. He often uses irony when he replies, choosing to 
stand on the thin line between subtlety and rudeness13. “He had no friends” (book 
1:27), “no one to share anything with” (book 1:76). The night before his 11th birthday, 
he lies awake silently, wondering how he might get hold of the mysterious letter 
addressed to him - as if he knew that this letter meant the beginning of a new life.  
 Hagrid, the benevolent huge friend, bursts into the Dursleys’ hide-hut and into 
Harry’s life in order to deliver the letter and introduce him to his past, present and 
future. Harry’s reaction, after he has listened to his own story, is disbelief. Through 
Hagrid’ s eyes he experiences for the first time in his conscious life emotions like 
“warmth and respect”, but he doesn’t allow himself to feel “proud and pleased”; he 
thinks there has been a horrible mistake (book 1:47). He is told that he is famous, 
that “every child in our world knows his name (book 1:44)” and he is as confused as 
never before. When he enters the magical world and realizes that this lot here could 
really recognize him, he just doesn’t know what to say or do except accept their 
greetings. He is overwhelmed by amazement but he keeps his head cool. After his 
most wonderful 11th birthday, he remains quiet and doubts he will ever manage to 
live up to the expectations of his folk. 
 Harry attends Hogwarts, tries his best to honor Gryffindor, the house of the 
brave where he belongs, and learns how to be a good wizard and a better man. As 
he himself admits, he hasn’t always done what he was supposed to, though. 
“…Dumbledore and Flitwick, those model pupils, had never set foot in that particular 
place14, but he, Harry, had strayed off the beaten track in his time at school...(book 
7:499).” But he never intends to cause permanent harm to anyone. In fact, he saves 
the life of Malfoy, his rival classmate, even though the latter does his best to deprive 
Harry of his (book 7:509). After the massacre in the grounds of Hogwarts, he thinks 
of his dead friends and allows himself to lose faith and courage for some moments “a 
dull hopelessness was spreading through him (book 7:521)”, but he doesn’t give up.  
For the death of his friends, he feels denial and anger. “…he yearned not to feel… he 
wished he could rip out his heart, his innards, everything that was screaming inside 
him (book 7:561)”. When he realized he had to die himself to finish off Voldemort, “he 
felt his heart pounding fiercely in his chest. How strange that in this dread of death, it 
pumped all the harder, valiantly keeping him alive. But it would have to stop, and 
soon (book 7:554).” He accepts that he must be sacrificed to save everybody else, 
even though his human nature “wanted him to be stopped, to be dragged back, to be 
sent home (book 7:558)”. Still, when Voldemort strikes, he doesn’t even defend 
himself for a single moment, which enables him to return to the living. Dumbledore 
explains the meaning of his action: “You are the true master of Death, because the 
true master does not seek to run away from Death. He accepts that he must die, and 
understands that there are far, far worse things in the living world than dying (book 
7:577).”  
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 As a grown up man, he does not forget his past. He pays his respects to his 
brave guides and protectors. He names his children James and Lily, after his 
parents, and Albus Severus, after his professors.  
 Odysseus and Harry Potter are famous. The world, to which each of them 
belongs, knows their names and their deeds. Odysseus is renowned for the 
magnificent plan that lead to the destruction of the enemy, Potter is famous for 
surviving and mysteriously extinguishing the enemy. None of them boasts about it. 
On the contrary, they try to live up to their fame and do their duty. Both of them pay a 
visit to the other side, they pass the threshold of Death and come back alive. They 
appear to be strong, rigid and determined and they really are. They make up their 
minds and focus on their goals. Still, they have moments of weakness; moments 
where the ordinary human struggles with the hero. But the hero prevails.  
 While Odysseus attacks with the intention to kill, Harry only strikes back when 
being attacked and mostly he tries to disarm the enemy, not eliminate him/her. Still, 
Harry Potter destroys the Horcruxes, in order to kill every piece of Voldemort’s soul 
they preserve. Odysseus appears ruthless and cold-blooded to the eyes of the 
modern reader, but at his time, killing was a legitimate way to restore order and 
punish those who did wrong and thus, must be punished. Of course, what appears to 
be mostly in Harry’s mind is “to save”, while “to avenge” and “to re-settle” must flash 
in Odysseus’. Nevertheless, both Odysseus and Harry seem to have a dark side. 
They are not pure white and innocent. Lying and deceiving for Odysseus and 
breaking the rules for Harry are almost their daily routine. 
 Odysseus, as a child, lived close to his parents, while Harry didn’t enjoy a 
happy childhood. On the other hand, Harry, after restoring peace to his world, 
declares that he had had enough adventures for all his life and leads a trouble-less 
life with his family. Odysseus may just take a rest.  
 
 
 
Before she left, she checked that Harry’s tattoo scar was in perfect condition and 
reminded him he should carry his glasses on him all the time. Harry would never 
forget. He didn’t look like the kind of guy who forgets important stuff, if you know what 
I mean. And he hadn’t forgotten why he was there. He stood up and talked in a clear 
straight voice. “Sir, I am proud to say I am a big fan of yours. Could you, please, sign 
my diary?” Believe it or not, Odysseus was surprised. And then he laughed. In a nice 
way. “Why would you want a bloody sign? Bah. No. Ask for something else. Would 
you like a glass of wine? Or are you too young for alcohol?” Harry seemed to like this 
answer, but he refused the wine. “Give me some advice then. I’m too young to know 
how to handle my popularity. In fact… I hate it!” It was my turn to be bewildered! How 
can a kid be so mature? I would love to receive a bunch of fan letters every single 
day and read them when I feel gloomy! I would love to be a rock star and give a hard 
time to my manager! Wouldn’t you? Just for a week? Of course! So, what is wrong 
with this kid? Odysseus on the other hand winked at him. “I have about half an hour 
left before show time, what if we watch the latest episode of “Heroes6”? Fancy that?” 
I didn’t intend to say anything, but I was speechless anyway. They sat on the couch 
and started watching the sixteenth episode of the first season entitled: “Unexpected”. 
The scene reminded me of Will (Hugh Grant) and Marcus (Nicholas Hoult) sitting and 
watching TV in About a Boy. I admit I haven’t read Nick Hornby’s book. The film was 
quite good. 
 
 
 
                                                 
6 I’m sure you know Heroes, but in case you don’t, it’s an American TV series, created by Tim 
Kring, already on the last couple of years.  
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3.2.0. Relationships  
 
 According to Rimmon-Kenan “a character’s physical surroundings (room, 
house, street, town) as well as his human environment (family, social class) are also 
often used as trait connoting metonymies. As with external appearance, the relation 
of contiguity is frequently supplemented by that of causality.” The characters 
surrounding the heroes have their own personalities. Any kind of similarity they share 
or differences they have, the relationships they keep and their ways of 
communication indicate parts of central heroes’ characters.  Trowbridge (1990: 74) in 
his essay about character and detail in Holden Caulfield (Major literary characters) 
claims that “whether we look at the significance of the briefly drawn but highly 
individualized minor characters or at the use of concrete details, whether we consider 
the major or the minor emphases, we recognize each in turn as symbolic extensions 
of the protagonist.” Thus, the analysis of Odysseus and Potter’s relatives, 
companions and guides follows. 
 
 
3.2.1. Relatives 
 
 Odysseus’ closest relative is his loyal wife Penelope. Calypso attempts for the 
last time to persuade him to stay with her but she knows he has a wife to go back to: 
“…You long to see that wife of yours, who is never out of your thoughts (the 
Odyssey, 5, 209-210).” Wise Penelope waits and waits for her husband to return. 
Day and night she mourns and her eyes are always filled with tears (the Odyssey, 1, 
363).  In order to delay re-marrying one of the Suitors, she buys time with a trick: “By 
day I used to weave the great web, but every night I had torches set beside it and 
undid the work. For three years I took them in by this stratagem (the Odyssey, 19, 
150-151).” Calvino (1999 [1983]:15) comments that “Penelope is presented as a 
deceiver in her stratagem with the tapestry15. Penelope’s tapestry is a stratagem 
which is symmetrical to the Trojan horse, and which like the latter is a product of 
manual skill and counterfeit: thus the two qualities which distinguish Ulysses are also 
characteristic of his wife”. Odysseus himself, disguised as beggar, talks of her almost 
as he talks of himself. “There is not a man in the wide world who could find fault with 
you. For your fame has reached broad heaven itself, like that of some illustrious king, 
ruling a populous and mighty country with the fear of the gods in his heart, and 
upholding justice (the Odyssey, 19, 107-111).”  Penelope has to test Odysseus to 
make sure he is her real husband before accepting him in their rooted bed (the 
Odyssey 23). “What a strange woman you are!” he exclaims (the Odyssey, 23, 176). 
“What a strange man you are,” says the cautious Penelope (the Odyssey, 23, 173). 
Husband and wife share the secret of their bed, which is a symbol of their bond. 
Griffin (2003:94) concludes that “for this true union the hero rightly rejected the 
prospect of felicity with a goddess, Calypso or Circe, blissful but meaningless. […] 
Finally love is restored in the family and prosperity among their people.”  
 From his parents Odysseus inherited his kingdom. Laertes was the king of 
Ithaca before him and a great warrior16. “Laertes is broken by the absence of his son 
and the death of his wife (Griffin 2003:83)”. When Odysseus visits him he “saw how 
old and worn his father looked and realized the depth of his misery (the Odyssey, 24, 
233-234).” Despite his old age, he does not hesitate to put his armour on again and 
help his son against the families of the dead Suitors (the Odyssey, 24, 488-489). The 
code of honour and bravery runs strong in the family. “Laertes was delighted. ‘Dear 
gods!’ he exclaimed. ‘What a day this is to warm my heart! My son and grandson are 
competing in valour!’ (the Odyssey, 24, 513-515).” Odysseus meets his mother’s 
ghost in Hades, where she tells him, among else, that she died of grief waiting for 
him to return (the Odyssey, 11, 195-196).  
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 Harry is too young to have a wife and also too unfortunate not to have parents 
to raise him. Lily and James Potter are murdered by Voldemort when little Harry is an 
infant. He is a poor orphan like Charles Dickens’s Oliver Twist and David 
Copperfield. He grows up with his cruel uncle and aunt like Roald Dahl’s James 
Henry Trotter (Nel 2001:35)”. Uncle Vernon and Aunt Petunia “were the last people 
you’ d expect to be involved in anything strange or mysterious because they just 
didn’t hold with such nonsense (book 1:7).” The Dursleys represent the surrogate 
parents in classic fairytales, who show to the surrogate son no love or affection. 
Harry’s real parents were exemplary wizards (book 1:45), the perfect role model for 
their son. They die to defend and save him. Their love is everlasting. Grimes 
(2002:115) reads Otto Rank and notes that Lily’s “love for Harry, combined with his 
own innate greatness, is enough to save the boy from death, just as a few drops of 
Hera’ s milk are enough to render Hercules immortal”. Both his parents appear in 
crucial moments as ghosts or through other forms17 to help their son. Dumbledore 
explains the reason why: “To have been loved so deeply, even though the person 
who loved us is gone, will give us some sort of protection forever. It is in your very 
skin (book 1:216).” Holding the Resurrection Stone while walking towards the final 
battle, his parents, along with his godfather Sirius and the dearest friend Lupin, 
appear “neither ghost, nor truly flesh” next to him to encourage and support him, 
promising him that they will stay with him till the very end (book 7, ch.34).  
Furthermore, returning to more mundane subjects, Harry inherits from his parents a 
small fortune (book 1:58) that makes him richer than his friend Ron and allows him to 
belong to a higher social class, the pure-bloods, as both his parents are wizards, 
unlike his friend’s Hermione. 
 In the epilogue of the series, 19 years after the final battle, Harry is married to 
his best friend’s sister and schoolmate Ginny. Of course, we have no idea about the 
progress of the relationship during these last 19 years, but we do know that their 
relationship started blooming at school (even from book 2), like the Potters’, and that 
they have created a family with 3 children which has obviously lasted for all this time 
and there seems to be no clue that it won’t last for the rest of their years to come.  
 The age difference between the two heroes produces different family 
priorities. For Odysseus, Penelope and their son are his family. Harry’s family are his 
dead parents. Nevertheless, we can see that the close family members match or are 
connected to the heroes. Penelope is crafty and wise like Odysseus. Harry inherits 
his talents, his braveness and his kind heart from his parents. In both cases, the 
parental figures assist their children whenever they ask for their help. Even if they are 
old, tired or even dead, they stand by their sons to provide any possible assistance. 
Furthermore, the parents in both cases make sure that their sons will have no 
financial troubles and will belong to a high social rank. For Odysseus, we can be sure 
that the relationship with his wife is based on love and loyalty. For Harry, we can only 
assume the same, based on his loving and faithful character, the relationship of his 
parents and the steady, strong emotions he and Ginny seem to build throughout the 
series.    
 
I did try very hard to track down the Potters’ backstage room, I just couldn’t find it. I 
say it again: the place is super huge! Nicely structured but heels’ flattening. I must 
have walked for a couple of hours, caught a bunch of elevators up and down, left and 
right! Amazing transportation system, almost similar to big airports, but much better 
decorated! Anyway, while wandering and despairing, it crossed my mind that maybe 
they are real ghosts or something, but then I thought that this was too much and I 
would end up telling you so many unbelievable facts, you would think I’m nuts. The 
rooms were placed in alphabetical order, at least in the heroic theme section of the 
theatre, like a very neat bookcase, so while looking for the Potters I found Penelope. 
I told you before, she is a really snobbish lady. I’m not going to spend a lot of lines 
about her, so in a single sentence: she was talking on the phone in perfect Greek in a 
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high pitched voice giving orders about a hat or a dress or a piece of jewelry, 
something complicated anyway, while she had had her nails polished, a young man 
was fanning her and another was serving her champagne. The Homeric Penelope is 
torn by grieve, waiting patiently for her husband to return but the real one, real, hm, 
the one I got a glimpse of, knows how to treat her vanity. I bet those young men were 
enacting the pure Suitors. No? 
 
 
3.2.2. Companions  
 
 Odysseus does not start sailing back home alone. He, one of the great Greek 
victorious leaders, certainly has his own big crew to command. Nevertheless, Griffin 
(2003:69) remarks that “the basic shape of the story demands that the hero return 
home alone, not with twelve ships at his back. When that story became attached to 
the leader of a contingent18, the story-shape doomed his men”. In the very beginning 
of the poem, we are informed that Odysseus has been a great captain, tried his best 
to make sure that everyone returns safe, but, no, everyone is eventually killed. “He 
suffered great anguish on the high seas in his struggles to preserve his life and bring 
his comrades home. But he failed to save those comrades, in spite of all his efforts. It 
was their own transgression that brought them to their doom, for in their folly they 
devoured the oxen of Hyperion the Sun-god and he saw to it that they would never 
return (the Odyssey 1, 4-10).” The fact that Odysseus’ comrades committed hybris19 
(ύβρις), which means that they themselves are responsible for their deaths, is 
repeated20 in the poem. Griffin (2003:69) explains further that “the poet is anxiously 
aware that it does not look well when the king is the sole survivor” and this is why “it 
was their own sin, the poet insists, which destroyed his men.”   
 Odysseus is the one and only hero, but it seems impossible to achieve his 
goals by himself without any help. Goddess Athena is always nearby to give a hand, 
Telemachus is also very eager to help his father regain his kingdom. Eurycleia and 
Eumaeus, the old respected servants, express their love and devotion to Odysseus, 
always willing to offer their services. Eurycleia recognizes Odysseus but she 
promises she’ll keep his identity secret. “I’ll keep silent as a block of stone or iron (the 
Odyssey, 19, 493).” Good, honest and loyal are the epithets that often precede 
Eumaeus’ name. He, together with the cowman Philoetius, when they recognize 
Odysseus by his scar, just like Eurycleia, “they flung their arms round wise 
Odysseus’ neck, and showered kisses on his head and shoulders” (the Odyssey, 21, 
222-225) and follow his instructions to the letter. Griffin (2003:93) notes that “the 
power to conceal one’s feelings is important in a world full of treachery and hostility. 
But for those who, in such a world, show themselves worthy to be trusted, the 
response is warmly emotional.” Just like in the case of these faithful servants.  
 
 Harry’s companions are his best friends. He meets them both when he enters 
the realm of magic, onboard for the first time at the Hogwarts Express. They share 
the same compartment with the red-haired, spontaneous, funny Ron Weasley. “Harry 
who had never before shared anything with anyone thought that it was a nice feeling 
sitting there with Ron…” (book 1:76). Hermione is a talkative, know-it-all girl. Nel 
(2001:37) remarks that Hermione appears at first as “an overbearing school swot” but 
gradually she “learns to resist the impulse to display her intelligence at every 
available opportunity” and “develops a strong commitment to her friends”. By the end 
of the series (book 7, ch.15) she proves her loyalty to her friendship with Harry by 
choosing to stay with him till the end and assist him at all costs. The three of them 
make an unbeatable team, resembling Enid Blyton’s characters –except for the fact 
that they remain ageless while Harry, Ron and Hermione grow old (Nel 2001:49)”. In 
the long run, they share everything best friends share: the fun moments and the 
stressful moments, the boredom of doing school exercises and the thrills of 
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adventure. Nel (2001:49) summarizes the significance of their relationship in a few 
lines: “During the series, these three friends squabble with one another, give each 
other presents, argue, and come to one another’s rescue. Their friendship is 
frequently tested, but it always endures.”  
 A figure who is neither a best friend, nor a relative, who doesn’t inspire the 
graveness of the Professors but gains trust and love because of his truthful 
personality, is Rubeus Hagrid, keeper of Keys and Grounds in Hogwarts. This “giant 
of a man” (book 1:39) bears a child’s heart and sometimes naivety or innocence. His 
physical size equals his bravery and his willingness to do and be good to all 
creatures. He considers Hogwarts his home and Dumbledore his mentor. He has 
loved Harry almost impulsively since he was a baby (book 1:17-18) and tries to 
protect him with all his power.  
 Griffin (2003:79) comments: “In the Odyssey the individual stands against the 
group, Odysseus against his insubordinate sailors, Telemachus and Penelope and 
Odysseus in turn against the Suitors.” The story of the hero Odysseus is older than 
Homer and its plot leads Odysseus to be the ultimate hero, the one who goes 
through dangerous adventures to become a glorious winner of his wife and his 
estate. This is his journey, his battle, his victory and he has to prove himself better 
than all. He cannot have anybody by his side bearing equal status. He accepts the 
intervention of the goddess and in the end, he asks his faithful servants to help him 
out, but the basic tasks of his plan are being executed by himself. 
 Harry is surrounded by his friends almost all the time. Even though he is the 
undisputed hero, he arguably would not make it without his friends. Odysseus sailors 
are basically the crew, a team of people, nobody’s personality stands out. Harry’s 
mates are well-established characters with their own special attributes. Maria Topali, 
in her review of the HP series (Kathimerini, 16th of September, 2007), alleges that 
“Harry’s friends make their own stories which turn them into heroes as well. They are 
not Harry’s shadows. They have their own opinions and they dare to fight for them 
with Harry21.”  
 To end up, Odysseus and Harry are the great heroes, around whom the plot 
is weaved.  Odysseus reaches his final destination alone; Harry as well, but until the 
last step he has to take alone, his friends fight by his side. Both of them accept the 
helping hands of humble and loyal secondary characters, like Eurycleia, Eumaeus 
and Hagrid.  
 
Woohoo! Here there were two young men fun to be with. Fred and George Weasley. 
They were chatting and laughing with minor things. Fred had had a book open in his 
hands. The cover was like a comic strip magazine but the inside was chemistry!! I 
wished I could show myself and sit around with them. You know, there are some 
people who are interesting just because they are. They have this sparkle in the eye 
and a huge fire in the heart. My initial aim was to find Ron and check out if Hermione 
was with him, out of pure academic curiosity of course, but I was glad I found the 
twins instead. And I was even happier to realize that they are a spitting image of their 
novel representations. It was hard to leave them behind but it was about time… 
 
3.2.3. Guides 
 
 Pallas Athena, the goddess of the flashing eyes –as she is often described, is 
“the Greek goddess of wisdom, war, the arts, industry, justice and skill22”. She 
intervenes in people’s life -as all gods do. “The gods have supreme power, but they 
are not omnipotent. Omnipotence is of course not easy to reconcile with polytheism, 
as gods oppose each other. Men have free will and are responsible for their actions 
(Griffin 2003:76).” Athena initiates Odysseus’ journey back home. She convinces her 
father Zeus that the time has come for Odysseus to return (the Odyssey 1). Athena 
shows a particular interest in Odysseus, “it is for Odysseus that my heart is wrung 
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(the Odyssey, 1, 48)” and ensures that all goes according to plan. “Her favour means 
success, and it is no less true to say that she favours Odysseus because he is a 
winner, than to say that he wins because of her favour (Griffin 2003:77).” She 
proposes that Hermes be sent to Calypso to announce that the gods want her to let 
Odysseus go and at the same time she flies to Ithaca to encourage and advise 
Telemachus (the Odyssey, 1, 82-89). “Athena bound on her feet her lovely sandals of 
untarnished gold, which carried her with the speed of the wind over the water or the 
unending land, and seized her heavy spear with its point of sharpened bronze, the 
huge long spear with which she breaks the ranks of noble warriors when she, the 
Daughter of the mighty Father, is angry with them.” Even though definitely a female, 
Athena’s characterizations never focus on her feminine side. As Griffin claims 
(2003:82 and 77) Athena appears to be “asexual, a sort of elder sister”, even though 
her relationship to Odysseus is so close, “it has a special quality that goes with the 
difference of sex.” 
 When Odysseus’ raft is dismantled in the fifth rhapsody, he fights hopelessly 
with the waves, fearing Death will find him soon. To his saviour appears Athena, to 
tame the fury of the skies and plant an idea in his mind. “She checked all the other 
winds in their courses, bidding them calm down and go to sleep” (the Odyssey, 5, 
382-383) and gave him a good suggestion how to reach the shore without being 
thrown on the rocks by the giant waves (the Odyssey, 5, 435-436). Athena dresses 
him up as a beggar or anything else suitable depending on the occasion (the 
Odyssey, 16, 207-210). The night before the battle with the Suitors, he lies awake 
wondering whether he will make it or not, Athena points out the advantages for him. 
“Most people are content to put their trust in far inferior allies, mere mortals entirely 
devoid of cunning such as mine. But I who have never ceased to watch over you in 
all your adventures am a goddess (the Odyssey, 20, 45-48).” Disguised as mentor, 
she, the warrior goddess, re-encourages Odysseus and joins him in battle. “Come, 
my old friend, stand by my side and watch me in action (the Odyssey, 22, 233).” 
When it is all over, Athena makes Odysseus look his best in the eyes of his beloved 
wife. “Athena enhanced his comeliness from head to foot (the Odyssey, 23, 156).” 
The moment he is recognized by Penelope, it feels like his long journey is finally 
over. Athena now thinks he deserves to enjoy a long night in his wife’s arms. “She 
held the night lingering at the western horizon and in the East at Ocean’s Stream she 
kept golden-throned Dawn waiting and would not let her yoke the nimble steeds who 
bring us light, Lampus and Phaethon, he colts that draw the chariot of Day (the 
Odyssey 23, 243-247).” 
 
…Time for the A’s! Athena and Albus Dumbledore! Yay! Athena was rocking! Her 
door seemed firmly shut. I could hear David Bowie’s “Pallas Athena” in nearly 
deafening volume filling up half the corridor. “God is on top of it… that’s all… that’s 
all…7” When I listen to music this loud I usually do not want to be disturbed. Is she a 
Bowie fan? He is a god so it matches. Maybe the next one will be Bowie’s “Heroes”? 
Or is she collecting songs bearing her name? I resisted my growing appetite to stay 
there and listen to her whole play-list whatever it was and danced my way to 
Dumbledore’s room. 

Nel (2001:32) remarks that “the philologist may note that Albus Dumbledore, 
the Hogwarts Headmaster, has a first name meaning wisdom or whiteness and a 
surname that is Old English for bumblebee”. He appears in the first chapter of the 
first Harry Potter book and his role in the whole story is certainly of primary 
importance. He is described as “tall, thin, and very old, judging by the silver of his 
hair and beard, which were both long enough to tuck into his belt. He was wearing 
long robes, a purple cloak that swept the ground, and high-heeled, buckled boots. 
His blue eyes were light, bright, and sparkling behind half-moon spectacles and his 
                                                 
7 David Bowie 1993. Track no7 from the album “Black Tie White Noise.” 
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nose was very long and crooked, as though it had been broken at least twice (book 
1:12).”  I sneaked in as silently as a letter slipping through the post slot. He wouldn’t 
hear me even if I had stomped my way in. He was hidden behind some papers and 
seemed absolutely absorbed by them. Occasionally he sniggered. I walked behind 
his armchair and leaned a bit forward to read myself what was so interesting. I had to 
check! My jaw fell and I thought it would reach his shoulder. He was reading my 
thesis. He was actually reading about himself. He also bears a scar and an amazing 
sense of humour. And then he read out loud a couple of sentences, as if he was 
rehearsing his part: “Scars can come in handy. I have one myself above my left knee 
that is a perfect map of London Underground (book 1:17).” After the Potters’ murder, 
he makes sure Harry has a new home, which, even though it is far from ideal, will 
keep him safe from harm and away from the mind-blowing, ego-pumping fame he 
has gained, until he is ready to handle it (book 1:15). Everybody knows but the 
reader finds out when Hagrid says that Dumbledore is “the greatest headmaster 
Hogwarts ever had (book 1:48).” Lana Grimes (2002:95) comments: “Dumbledore is 
almost godlike in that he controls the entire school, which is in many ways the center 
of the wizarding world.” He rules the school with the graveness of an oath and the 
lightness of a soap bubble, never ever mixing them up.  

Grimes, having written her article in 2002, before the series was completed, 
noted (p.114) that “Albus Dumbledore is the antithesis of Voldemort. He uses power 
purely for good […]. It is significant that the most admirable and respected character 
in the Harry Potter series is not a government official but the head of a school, as 
Rowling clearly suggests that the one who can help shape the minds and character 
of the next generation of leaders is the most important person in a society. 
Dumbledore serves that role, mentoring Harry and his friends, serving as a role 
model, and, most important of all, taking on the task of rallying all good to fight all 
evil.” Eventually, Rowling had other plans. As we discover later on, Dumbledore has 
(or had had) a dark past. On the Other side, he explains to Harry the grave mistakes 
he committed when he was young, enraptured by arrogant selfish dreams of eternal 
power and glory (book 7:573-575) and the final mistake that led to his death by a 
curse (576). Dumbledore is godlike, but mainly he is a great man. His mistakes make 
him human and his earnest regrets along with his amazingly well-designed plans 
(explained to the last detail in p.551) to help Harry fulfil his destiny make him a really 
stunning hero.  

Athena and Dumbledore are undoubtedly our heroes’ protectors, their 
guardian angels and their back-up shadows. As goddess and wizard, they have the 
immense powers to control other creatures and elements. They intervene to help 
Odysseus and Harry Potter to achieve their goals and they manifest their unbeatable 
powers when they have to. In both cases, they choose to assume their role because 
they believe in the heroes’ own strength. They respect and assist them with physical 
means and by offering moral support. They do not clean up after them.  

Athena is immortal and amoral. As a Greek goddess, she can do whatever 
she thinks wise, even if –nowadays- some of her choices would be considered highly 
immoral, a stub in the back. Dumbledore is not immortal, but not dead either. When 
he leaves the mundane world, he passes on. Despite of some dark moments in his 
life, he chooses to serve Justice and Kindness. He is basically benevolent and 
exercises his power with wisdom. 
At that point there was only a printed copy of my thesis and I was keeping it in a tight 
grip. Nope. I was not holding anything. How absent-minded can one be!? Apparently 
I had left it someplace after entering the theatre and he had found it. I sighed to my 
stupidity. Wrong move. He sensed me and turned around. Oh oh oh! A day of 
revelations! He looked exactly like my dear supervisor! Does my supervisor lead a 
double life? Does he have a twin brother? Dumbledore does have a brother! Oh oh 
oh! I have to ask. Now. Dear Professor do you… do you… erm… like ten pin 
bowling? 
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3.3.0. Goals 
 
 What is a hero without his deeds? Aristotle claimed that the character is 
secondary to the plot but modern theorists agree that character and plot are of equal 
importance23. More specifically, the actions of the heroes not only create the plot, 
they also signal aspects of their personalities. Rimmon-Kenan (1983:61) explains: “A 
trait may be implied both by one-time (or non-routine) actions, like Meursault’s 
murder of the Arab in Camus’s “L’Etranger” (1942), and by habitual ones, like 
Eveline’s dusting of the house in Joyce’s short story bearing her name (1914). One-
time actions tend to evoke the dynamic aspect of the character, often playing a part 
in a turning point in the narrative. By contrast, habitual actions tend to reveal the 
character’ s unchanging or static aspect, often having a comic or ironic effect, as 
when a character clings to old habits in a situation which renders them inadequate.” 
In this section the main goals of the heroes, the ones that throw them into action are 
examined. One of the heroes’ aims is to fight the enemy. The existence of the crucial 
rival is analyzed as well, since, as Rimmon-Kenan (1983:70) explains once more, 
“when two characters are presented in similar circumstances, the similarity or 
contrast between their behaviour emphasizes traits characteristic of both.”  
 
 
3.3.1. To survive 
 
 Odysseus sails back from Troy with one single goal: to go home. He cannot 
imagine that the way is too long and full of mortal perils. So, in order to reach home, 
he primarily needs to remain alive after a series of unfortunate meetings with 
monsters and gods. Miller (2000:364) calls Odysseus a survivor. “Odysseus, the 
survivor, who is a highly ambiguous fighter in the Iliad, evades, in his own travel tale, 
the monstrous if stupid malice of Polyphemos and the sex-sorcery of Circe and 
Calypso; sometimes he can save most of the warriors with him, though his protective 
kingship or chieftainship cannot survive at last against the harsh opposition and 
malignant manipulations of the great god Poseidon.” 
 When Odysseus is finally released from the island of Calypso, he sails 
without trouble for seventeen days. On the eighteenth Poseidon tracks him down and 
raises huge waves. On the one hand, Odysseus wishes he had met a heroic death at 
the battlefield rather than an anonymous one. “There is nothing for me now but 
sudden death. Three and four times blessed are those countrymen of mine who fell 
long ago on the broad plains of Troy in loyal service to the sons of Atreus. If only I too 
could have met my fate and died the day the Trojan hordes let fly at me with their 
bronze spears over Achilles’ corpse! I should at least have had my burial rites and 
the Achaeans would have spread my fame abroad. But now it seems I was 
predestined to an ignoble death (the Odyssey, 5, 304-313).” On the other hand, he 
desires to stay alive. After three days of desperation and fight with the waves, Pallas 
Athena brings him closer to land. The hope is warmed up. The instinct of survival fills 
him up with enough power to reach the shore. “He felt all the relief that a man’s 
children feel when their father, who has been in bed wasting away with a long, painful 
illness, in the grip of some malignant power, passes the crisis by the gods’ will and 
they know that he will live. Odysseus’ happiness was like that when he caught that 
welcome glimpse of earth and trees (the Odyssey, 5, 393-398).” 
 Odysseus manages to stay alive mostly because, according to the ancient 
rules, he does not brag about his own power but he is considerably modest and 
furthermore, he never forgets to praise the gods for their unchallengeable authority. 
He is a hero and he needs to live up to his name though. He goes through situations 
most men wouldn’t even dream of and accomplishes to get out unscathed. Odysseus 
seems to be able to survive because he is who he is. As a great deceiver, he can fool 
even death. “The true heroic trickster […] ‘plays’ death like an angler or, better yet, 
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like a bullfighter: he interferes in death’s realm, agitates death’s regula, and as often 
as not escapes death’s trap, cause death, to the trickster and his drama, seems to be 
a particular kind of powerful but not very bright antagonist, to be tempted, 
outmanoeuvred, and outwitted (Miller 2000:369).”  
 Harry Potter fights for his life from age one. He survives because his mother’s 
love protected him from Voldemort’s deathly curse (book 1:216). He needs to survive 
the awful treatment he receives while living with the Dursleys until he becomes 
eleven. Then he embarks on a journey to the magical world where he will have to 
face human and inhuman forces like dark wizards, ghosts, elves, animagi, centaurs, 
giant spiders, werewolves, grindylows, boggarts, dementors, to mention just a few of 
them. Mary Pharr (2002:58) notes that “most heroes journey as part of their 
development. Sometimes, the voyage is undertaken with reluctance, as when 
Achilles and Odysseus sail away from Greece to their destiny in Troy, or when Frodo 
leaves the Shire to find his own fate in Mordor […]. As for Harry, he needs to find an 
extraordinary setting that will provide him an education in pragmatic magic and hard 
truth.” 
 At Hogwarts, Harry learns how to protect himself and the people around him. 
He is too young to have any experience of how to avoid the traps on his way but he 
never backs down. “He must survive even the encounters for which he is initially ill-
prepared, the ones that require machinery and technique as much as heritage and 
empathy.[…] Dumbledore cannot protect Harry the boy forever; when his training is 
finished, Harry the man must rely on his own strength. Only then will the eternal circle 
come round, with Harry able to pass on his own heroism, perhaps to create or to 
instruct some new hero himself (Pharr 2002:59 and 61).”  
 Harry fights with all his power and will but just like Odysseus he cannot 
always save his companions (i.e. book 7, ch. 31). He doesn’t appear to enjoy heroic 
acts. He does what he has to do because no one else can. Grimes (2002, 117) 
remarks that, “like other archetypal heroes, he sometimes asks to be relieved of his 
tasks, often denying the warning of his aching scar, hoping, like Oedipus, that if he 
ignores the warning, he can avoid the risk.” He suffers but he goes on. He manages 
to avoid death himself until the moment he finds out he has to die to stop Voldemort 
forever. Yes, he is scared. Yes, he does not like his fate, but once again, he does not 
back down. The innocent determination of his sacrifice defeats even death. He goes 
to the other side and comes back to as a triumphant, but always modest hero. 
 Odysseus and Harry Potter are both survivors. Even though both of them visit 
the underworld, they come back to the world of the living to perform their duty. The 
prospect of death exists as a daily routine but they strive for their lives and the lives 
of the people surrounding them, even though they are not always able to save them. 
During their adventures, they encounter fearful creatures and they always have the 
support of their guides, but eventually they have to depend on their own powers and 
judgements to survive and move on.  
 
 
3.3.2. To confront the enemy  
 
 Arriving home does not mean that the adventure is over for Odysseus. 108 
men take advantage of the rules of hospitality, ravage his property and besiege his 
wife. The Suitors are the enemies of Odysseus’ estate and marriage.  

Peter Jones (2003: xlv) in the introduction of the Penguin Classics edition of 
the Odyssey explains that “in the ancient world, the survival of any household 
depends on its ability to feed itself. Anyone who threatens the economic self-
sufficiency of a family is, in the long term, threatening its very survival.” Telemachus 
explains the magnitude of their trespassing: “I am eaten out of house and home, my 
rich estate has gone to ruin, and my palace is packed with a set of implacable 
enemies, who spend their days in the wholesale slaughter of my jostling sheep and 
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shambling cattle with their twisted horns (the Odyssey, 4, 317-321).” Even Nestor in 
his own land has heard the news: “They do say a whole crowd of your mother’s 
Suitors are wreaking havoc in your house as uninvited guests (the Odyssey, 3, 211-
213)” and hopes Telemachus has the gods by his side, like his father, in order to 
restore order. Nestor provides an accurate prediction of what is about to happen 
since Odysseus, guided by Athena plans the destruction of the Suitors. 

Menelaus is outraged when he hears that the Suitors compete for Penelope’s 
hand. “‘How disgraceful!’ he cried. ‘So the cowards want to creep into the brave 
man’s bed? It’s just as if a deer had put her two little fawns to sleep in a mighty lion’s 
den and gone to range the high ridges and the grassy dales for pasture. Back comes 
the lion to his lair, and the fawns meet a grisly fate –as will the Suitors at Odysseus’ 
hand’ (the Odyssey, 4, 333-339).” Menelaus forespeaks the return of Odysseus and 
the Suitors’ slaughter.  
 “The suitors are unambiguously warned that their behaviour will lead to their 
destruction […]. Homer is careful to establish the ethical pattern of the Odyssey at its 
very start, with Zeus’ speech that humans bring disaster upon themselves by ignoring 
divine warnings (the Odyssey, 1, 33-36)(Jones 2003:xlv)” Odysseus, who lost his 
sailors because of their sins, knows very well the importance to respect the gods and 
the unwritten laws. He talks of the Suitors almost as if his hands were fully driven by 
the gods: “These men fell victims to the will of the gods and their own infamy. They 
paid respect to no one on earth who came near them –good or bad. And now their 
own transgressions have brought them to this ignominious death (the Odyssey, 22, 
413-416).”  
 Jones (2003:xlv) also points out that “the suitors intend not merely to destroy 
Odysseus’ household if they have to, but to kill Odysseus if he returns (the Odyssey, 
2, 244-251) and Telemachus while he is away (the Odyssey, 4, 842-847)”. It seems 
as if there is no alternative option. Either the Suitors or Odysseus will survive. They 
beg for forgiveness when Odysseus kills their leader Antinous but it’s too late (the 
Odyssey, 22, 41-59). The battle is about to begin: “The choice now lies before you, 
either to face me and fight, or else to run and see if you can escape death and doom, 
though I do not think any of you will get away alive.” These are Odysseus’ last words 
to them (the Odyssey, 22, 64-67).  
 “Without any sort of state intervention in matters of crime and punishment, 
responsibility for righting wrongs lies with the family. Whatever one may think of the 
severity of Odysseus’ revenge, no Greek would have argued that he did not have a 
right to take it”, Jones (2003:xlv) concludes. Odysseus did his duty as king, landlord, 
husband and father. He took back what was originally his and punished the usurpers.   
 
 Voldemort’s name originates in French and it can be freely translated as 
“flight of death” (Nel 2001:16). No wonder he is the utmost villain in the Harry Potter 
series and Harry’s no1 enemy in particular. Voldemort is the dark wizard who 
murdered Harry’s parents and attempted to kill him as well (book 1:15). Grimes 
(2002:113) notes that “Voldemort represents the evil king in the archetypal heroic 
tale. Like the Pharoah, Herod, Romulus and Remus’s uncle King Amulius, and King 
Hugdietrich of Constantinople who orders Wolfdietrich killed, Voldemort is apparently 
neither the boy’s father nor his grandfather, but an evil person with power who fears 
losing that power to another and thus attempts to kill the usurper in childhood”. 
Hagrid narrates to Harry that twenty years ago, Voldemort started gaining power and 
gathering followers in order to rule the magical world (book 1:45). He failed to kill 
Harry, his power broke and he disappeared - but not forever.  He restores his power 
little by little and haunts Harry again, for he knows that the ultimate power will be 
gained once Harry is out of the way. In terms of the fairytale tradition Grimes 
(2002:95) explains that “Voldemort is, of course, the evil fairy tale character, the 
wicked stepmother, the dragon, the ogre, Bluebeard, the wolf. That he is associated 
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with a snake, one of the most feared and loathed creatures, certainly ensures that 
readers recognize how evil he is.”  
 By the end of the series, Voldemort is more powerful than ever before. The 
magical community lives in fear. Even his followers fear him but they hope they will 
gain something after his victory. The rest of the world lives in agony. The magical folk 
fight back knowing that they will probably die, at least for a good cause. It is in 
Harry’s hands to finish Voldemort and save the world, the lives of all the people he 
loves, his own life included. In the end, Harry realizes he has to face him on his own. 
Moreover, he has to sacrifice himself so that Voldemort dies as well. “Neither can live 
while the other survives (book 7:622).” He faces the facts with great bravery. He 
fears but it doesn’t occur to him to escape (book 7:554). He faces death by looking 
straight at Voldemort’s face. Thanks to fantasy literature, it’s the last dark lord’s piece 
of soul that dies. Harry comes back to life and faces him one final time. It’s not really 
Harry’s duelling skill that finishes him off. Knowledge, love and loyalty ultimately win. 
Voldemort loses the battle because he is too confident in himself, in his cleverness, 
cunningness and inquisitiveness (book 7:515). He also lacks a whole spectrum of 
emotions, like sadness and remorse and does not understand their value (book 
7:527). Most importantly he underestimates the value and power of love (book 
1:242).  
 The enemies in both cases appear to be greedy for power. The Suitors crave 
the kingdom of Ithaca and Voldemort wants to rule the world. They do not hesitate to 
kill whoever stands in their way. The Suitors plan to kill Odysseus and Telemachus, 
Voldemort and his followers kill without exception everyone who disobeys them. The 
Suitors want to lay hands on Penelope, Odysseus’s closest family member.  
Voldemort murdered Harry’s parents, his closest relatives24. In both cases, the final 
destiny of the villains is pre-written. The gods in ancient Greece never spare the 
sinful ones and the tricky prophesy in Harry Potter implies that none of the two final 
duellers can survive. Careful planning is what makes Odysseus and Harry superior in 
battle. Odysseus is making his plans with Athena and Harry follows the advice of 
Dumbledore. By knowing what the enemy does not, the heroes prevail. The poet and 
the author build their villains in a way to ensure that their end will make no one 
unhappy. Their deaths reassure that order has been restored and the world will live 
happier ever after without them.  
 
 
3.3.3. To have an ordinary life - at least for a while 
 
 If - as people say - we all want what we cannot have, then heroes must crave 
a normal life without any blood filled battles and heroic acts. 
 Odysseus finally reaches Ithaca, restores order and goes to bed with his wife. 
All is settled. He has sailed for years and years, returned home and got his kingdom 
back. He even gets to know what comes next. “As for my end, he (Teiresias) said 
that Death would come to me away from the sea, and that I would die peacefully in 
old age, surrounded by prosperous people. He assured me that all this would come 
true (the Odyssey 23, 281-284).” Miller (2000) notes, that epic heroes usually die 
young while participating in a gigantic sized battle, where their heroism is proved, if 
not enhanced. But not Odysseus. Homer put his “pen” to rest after having chosen an 
almost Hollywood-style happy end. Well. A classical happy end. “The normative, 
civilized view of a ‘good death’, at least as it surfaced in the classical Mediterranean 
imaginal context, sets the typical pattern: a death in peaceful circumstances at a ‘ripe 
old age, in which the dying one tranquilly undergoes a nearly organic (even 
vegetative) transmutation after the arc of his life is complete (Miller 2000:326).” Griffin 
(2003:94) concludes that there is a lesson to be learnt from the Odyssey. “Life is full 
of unhappiness, but that is what is transmuted into song.”  In the end, despite all the 
misfortunes, “fidelity is rewarded, and the guard finally can be lowered. Still there lie 
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perils ahead, but the ultimate outcome will be happy, with gods benevolent and love 
restored in the family and prosperity among their people (Griffin 2003:94).”  
 But for how long? For how long can this heroic figure stay put? Until Dante 
picks up his “pen”. The story of Odysseus takes a different turn in the Divine 
Comedy. Ernst Bloch (1962 [1959], 84) in his essay “Odysseys did not die in Ithaca” 
notes the difference between Homer’s and Dante’s end of Odysseus. In the Divine 
Comedy, Odysseus “sets out to see the world and to experience and ascertain all 
things, going even unto that Mountain on which no living man may set foot. By 
contrast, the Homeric Odysseus returns from his pilgrimage to old Ithaca, where, 
according to Teiresias’ prophesy, death finds him a prosperous ruler and patriarch in 
the midst of his people.”  
 Odysseus, Ulysses, Nobody, the master of eloquence, the trickster, the 
deceiver, the hero with many names and nicknames. Will he ever rest? And why did 
he strive so much to go to Ithaca anyway? C.P. Cavafy in his poem entitled “Ithaca” 
says: “…Ithaca gave you the splendid journey. Without her you would not have set 
out25...” Perhaps there are many Ithacas to set out to. For Odysseus, for heroes, for 
ordinary people.  
 
 Harry Potter, by defeating Voldemort, brings order back to the magical world. 
All he really wants is a sandwich and a good night’s rest in his four-poster bed. “I’ve 
had enough trouble for a lifetime.” he claims (Book 7, 600). The big adventure is 
over. Harry Potter is the victorious hero at the age of 18. Is this possible? How can 
Harry just settle down?  
 For the moment at least, J.K. Rowling has made sure that nothing will ruin 
Harry Potter’s peace of mind. In the epilogue to the last book, Rowling moves us 
forward in time, nineteen years later, to be exact. We meet Harry as a loving 
husband and a caring father. His scar does not hurt any more, Voldemort remains 
extinct, no danger lurks hidden anywhere in the proximity. Grimes (2002) had 
predicted that the series could end either like a fairytale, or like maturation novels or 
like myths. In the first case, “Harry will become ‘king’, or at least be on his way to 
becoming headmaster. He might have prospects of marriage to a woman who is 
equally wonderful, the fairy tale princess to match his role as fairy tale hero. […] 
Voldemort will be defeated, probably killed by Harry’s hand. Harry will save the 
kingdom represented by Hogwarts from the evil represented by Voldemort, as Jack 
defeats the ogre or giant (Grimes 2002:121)”. In the second case, Potter will 
graduate, have a girlfriend and his future will be promising, like Finn or Twist. In the 
third case, he will have to destroy Voldemort or be reunited with a positive father 
figure, his resurrected father or Dumbledore.  
 A well-shaken mixture of the three options is the final end. For now. Harry 
Potter, the boy who lived, one of the mightiest wizards of all times is so far a best 
seller hero, a movie-star, a play-station or game boy character. Who knows what 
comes next!?  
 To sum up, Odysseus and Harry Potter in their original context settle down 
and live happily ever after among their people. Odysseus knows that he will die 
peacefully in old age. Harry Potter has no indication that the terror will return. 
Rowling ends the series with a reassurance: “All was well” (book 7:607).  
 
I rushed to the stages to get some live action but the Odyssey had already turned off 
its spotlights and it was day off for all the Harry Potter plays. Time does fly. So what 
next? Back to my heroes. They were together again. This time they weren’t watching 
“Heroes”. Odysseus was de-make-up-ed and looked even more like a god in his 
bathrobe. Harry was finally relaxed. It is impossible to remember all they talked 
about. It was getting late and I caught myself yawing despite my excitement. Let me 
concentrate. Yes. They discussed their favourite action films, found out that they are 
both looking forward to the new Indiana Jones –coming out this March by the way, 
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laughed a lot with the mega production named Troy and hoped that the Odyssey 
won’t ever end up as such a film. They talked about aging happily and the loneliness 
of death. They talked openly. They talked without any kind of fear or shame. And 
when it got really late they said good night for the new day would expect them to be 
heroes again and they honestly wanted to keep performing their duty. Their role. In 
life. 
 
 
4.0. Conclusions/Discussion 
 
 When you were a child, did you have a favourite story that you didn’t mind 
having re-narrated by your mom over and over again? I did. I guess most, if not all, of 
you did as well. There are some stories or myths or folk tales that travel continually in 
time and space because the people are never tired of listening to them. Campbell 
(1991:25) claims that “myths are clues to the spiritual potentialities of life”. By reading 
myths, one can understand or interpret facts of life, set them as an example in a way.  
 Every tale features a hero, a main character, whose adventures, thoughts and 
choices are the epicenter of our attention. Pharr (2002:53) notes that “humanity has 
always had a boundless interest in heroes, in those few among us who rise to 
perform great but arduous deeds. That interest is both innate and universal, 
representing as it does something individualized within a society and yet wide-
ranging among all societies.”  
 Going back to the beginning of western literature, we find out that the very 
word “hero” comes from the Greek word ‘Ηρως, pronounced Hêrôs (Miller 2000:3). 
Miller (2000:3) explains that the meaning of the word gradually changed within the 
Greek context, as it can be seen by its definitions, provided by “the Liddell and 
Scott’s Greek-English Lexicon, the magisterial guide to ancient Greek usually used 
by Anglophones: In Homer’s archaic usage, the word “hero” denotes “any free man” 
or possible, any significant man or “gentleman” prominent in the epic or not. Hesiod 
sets the hero in an age of his own, marked by impressive, “legendary” place-names 
used as dramatic foci, such as Troy or Kadmeian Thebes, and anterior to the duller 
and smaller present. Pindar defines the hero as a semi-divine being, above men, 
below the gods.” Odysseus is the free man, the king, the most significant one - in 
comparison with all the other characters in the Odyssey. It’s his decisions, rises and 
falls, which have grasped the interest of people till nowadays. Calvino (2000 
[1983]:17), reading Heubeck, explains that the true modernity of the Odyssey lies in 
the fact that its author managed to mingle the epic hero Odysseus with situations that 
come from ancient sagas, tales from the past. “If traditionally the epic hero had been 
a paradigm of aristocratic, military virtues, Ulysses is all these things but in addition 
he is the man who withstands the harshest of experiences, labours, pain, solitude 
(Calvino [1983] 2000:17).” Harry Potter has already gained a legendary fame despite 
his young age. Perhaps it’s the literary heritage that made him so popular. Pharr 
(2002:54-55) notes that “Harry walks in a line that extends for thousands of years 
and through numerous narrative structures, a line including figures as seemingly 
disparate as Gilgamesh (the son of Uruk’s King Lugalbanda), Arthur (the son of 
Britain’s King Uther Pendragon), Kal-El (the son of Krypton’s great scientist Jor-El), 
and Luke Skywalker (the son of Jedi Knight Anakin Skywalker)”. 
 Of course all heroes are not the same. If they were, we would talk about the 
hero and no comparison would be possible. Still, heroes seem to share basic 
common features no matter where they come from or the period of time they are 
created. Odysseus and Harry Potter are two heroes coming from different eras and 
cultural backgrounds. At first glance, they appear to be utterly unlike. Odysseus is a 
mature man, a cunning general, a married man and a ruthless avenger. Harry Potter 
is an orphan, a troubled adolescent, a kind-hearted wizard who will not raise his 
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wand to cause permanent harm, only to disarm. Nevertheless, a closer examination 
highlights some striking similarities. 
 In terms of physical appearance, both heroes’ looks signify their origins. 
Odysseus looks like a god and Harry Potter takes after his parents. They are dressed 
according to their social status and the particular role they need to enact. Odysseus 
will be disguised as a beggar in order to enter his house and prepare his plans 
unnoticed but he will be bathed and royally dressed once his power is restored. Harry 
Potter, as a neglected orphan, is wearing his cousin’s old clothes at home, but he 
puts on robes when he enters the wizards’ community. They bear a recognition scar 
which is an important key element of the plot. The special weapons, the bow and the 
wand, are indicative of the hero’s skills and are closely connected to their masters. A 
language gift is also another common trait.  
 In their worlds, they are well-known for their deeds, a fact that does not make 
them arrogant. On the contrary, they are modest and down-to-earth, concentrated on 
their goals. Even though their determination makes them strong, they have moments 
of weakness when they doubt their powers. They are heroes, not gods, which means 
that they are not perfect. They are ordinary people who make mistakes and have a 
dark side as well, but whose choice to follow their destinies and perform their duties 
to their societies makes them heroes eventually.    
 Even though they are loners, they are surrounded by other characters. Family 
is very important to them. Odysseus strives to go back home, to join his wife and son. 
Harry’s parents always appear to assist in any way possible. Both of them have 
companions throughout their journey. Odysseus’ crew must vanish on his way so that 
he proves to be the one and only great hero but he does have loyal companions, like 
Eurycleia and Eumaeus, whose assistance is valuable. Ron and Hermione are like 
the brother and sister Harry never had. They are always by his side until the final 
steps he has to take alone, as a hero has to. Furthermore, there are forceful guides 
for both heroes. A goddess for Odysseys, the greatest wizard of his time for Harry 
Potter. They do not provide easy solutions or spoil them. They have chosen the two 
heroes because they believe in them. 
 Odysseus and Harry Potter have to survive all the misfortunes and threats 
that appear in their way and fight with the enemy at a final battle in the end. They 
even have to go to the land of the dead and come back alive. Their triumph over their 
rivals restores order and peace among their people. Good beats Evil. Happy end. 
The heroes can lead a normal life with their beloved ones, at least in Homer’s and 
Rowling’s narrations. 
 To conclude in a few lines, Odysseus and Harry Potter do share common 
traits. Even though the context they originally belong to is totally different, they have 
entered the realm of universality. Not all people are accustomed to their adventures, 
but their names are known throughout the world, like all legendary characters’. They 
are literary persons, marked as heroes, doomed or blessed to follow a heroic path, 
like other heroic figures in literature, theatre, cinema, TV, in real life. Personally, I 
shall finally leave Odysseus and Harry Potter to their own devices and hope a new 
hero -or an old one I haven’t discovered yet, will soon take my breath away. 
 
 
I had to go. But where to? I had to find out more. I always wanted a career as a 
private investigator or inspector! Where do all these actors live? Somewhere inside 
the theatre? Doesn’t seem likely. Do they live like you and me? Is acting their regular 
ordinary job? Do they go to the theatre like people go to work in a bank? They 
seemed to be very well informed about what was going on in earth as we know it. 
Shit, I should have already found the answers to these questions. But I actually don’t 
even know their real names! Is Harry Potter really named Harry Potter? Maybe… 
Happy Poster? Pfff... OK. Seriously now, do they write and direct their own plays? 
Why? Just because they are genuine artists committed to their art? Is it a traditional 
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art passing from father to son so that there is a continuity of physical alikeness along 
with talent? Who sponsors them? How do they make a living? Do they go to wine-
cheese-bread tasting parties? Well, I shouldn’t really care about this answer… But 
what else is there to think about??? Oh! Yes. What about the authors? Have they all 
absent-mindedly wandered in the theatre, watched a play and grasped the 
opportunity? Were they honoured to be invited because they were skillful in writing? I 
found myself thinking deeply for the second time in 24 hours. This is a personal 
record! Oh. Hm. What about me? What about my being invisible? Shouldn’t that 
worry me? Robin Williams, the actor, was blurred and out of focus in Woody Allen’s 
“Deconstructing Harry”8, why should I worry? Am I just a character in this narration or 
has someone concluded I might become a skillful writer and lured me to the secrets 
of the Literatorium? I should have spent my time watching a premiere then instead of 
poking my nose in backstage rooms!!! Have I lost the greatest opportunity of my 
lifetime? What I can tell you for sure is that I lost my sense of space, and suddenly I 
was out again, walking back home. What was I supposed to do now? Oh! It was too 
late. Was that it? That it was. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
8 “Deconstructing Harry”  1997. Written and directed by Woody Allen. 
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Endnotes 
                                                 
1 Such a childish approach would probably disregard Roland Barthes’ (1977) proclamation of 
the death of the author, which suggests that since there are no authors, there are no 
imaginative characters because literature is bound to language and cannot exist in any sense 
without it.  
2 Original title: “Der Mythus von der Geburt des Helden”  
3 Vatopoulos Nikos: Harry Potter and the beginning of immortality. Kathimerini, 15.07.07 
(original text: Νίκος Βατόπουλος: Ο Χαρι Πότερ και η αρχή της αθανασίας, Καθηµερινή, 
15.07.07)  
4 Information found in Kathimerini, 07.09.15, in the article about Harry Potter by Nikos 
Vatopoulos.  
5 In rare instances, I will quote parts of the stories that are not included in this strict selection, 
because I have no other choice in order to provide testified proof. Nevertheless, lyrics and 
pages are always noted after every quote so that the reader may know exactly where all the 
pieces can be found. 
6 I will use the general term author for both J.K. Rowling and Homer, even though Homer 
must have been more of a bard or a storyteller rather than an author. 
7 For example, in the page 544 of the last book, Dumbledore mentions it again. 
8 Griffin (2003:76) comments: “Odysseus is repeatedly addressed as “Zeus-born”, 
diogen―es. Exactly how he descends from Zeus is not explained. In some sense Zeus is 
“father of gods and men” (1.28, etc.), but he is father more particularly of kings and heroes, 
and in the case of Odysseus the epithet seems no more than a mark of regal and heroic 
rank”.  
9 The fact that Harry is skinny helps him become an amazing Quidditch player though, as we 
discover later on. 
10 Information thoroughly provided in the second book of the series.  
11 Later on (book 2, p.286), the reader learns that Harry obtained this ability by Lord 
Voldemort the night his deadly curse rebounded. 
12 Odysseus, while trying to escape, blinded the Cyclop Polyphemos, who was Poseidon’s 
son. 
13 An example of this can be found in book 1, p. 29 
14 The room of requirement, transfigured to accommodate those who need to hide objects or 
themselves. 
15 Tapestry or web. In both cases, it is the shroud Penelope weaves for Laertes.  
16http://www.pantheon.org/articles/l/laertes.html, 23.12.2007 
17 Like patronuses or through the mirror of Erised, for example. 
18 As Odysseus was known in the Iliad and all the stories about the Trojan war. 
19, H. G. Robertson in his article “The Hybristes in Homer” (1955, 81) defines “hybris” as “an 
aggressive self-assertiveness and a disregard of divine and human sanctions which imposed 
limits upon conduct, frequently aggravated by effrontery and insolence.” He also remarks that 
“the Greeks regarded hybris as a serious offence.”  
20 For example, see again book 5, 130-133 
21 Maria Topali, “Once we were all passionate wizards.” Kathimerini, 07.09.16 (Original text: 
Κάποτε υπήρξαµε όλοι παθιασµένοι µάγοι, της Μαρίας Τοπάλη. Καθηµερινή, Πολιτισµός, 
07.09.16. «Ο Πότερ [...] περιβάλλεται από ισχυρό δίκτυο πρωταγωνιστών και 
δευτεραγωνιστών, που περιγράφονται χορταστικά και διαφοροποιηµένα. ∆εν τον 
πλαισιώνουν για να του επιτρέψουν να παραστήσει τον ήρωα. Αναλαµβάνουν αυτοτελή 
δράση, διαφωνούν και συγκρούονται µαζί του, τον αµφισβητούν και τον υπονοµεύουν. [...] Ο 
Πότερ δεν θα ήταν τίποτε δίχως τους φίλους του.»  
22 http://www.pantheon.org/articles/a/athena.html, 07.12.18 
23 Information taken from Andrew Bennett and Nicholas Royle 2004, p.60 
24 Actually, in book 2, Voldemort threatens the life of Ginny, Harry’s future wife.  
25 Original text: “Η Ιθάκη σ’ έδωσε τ’ ωραίο ταξείδι. Χωρίς αυτήν δεν θάβγαινες στον δρόµο.” 
Retrieved from: http://www.kavafis.gr/poems/content.asp?id=81&cat=1, 08.01.04 
 
 
 
But I’ll be back. 
 


